
VIVE LA DIFFERENCE I: NONISOMORPHISM 
OF ULTRAPOWERS OF COUNTABLE MODELS 

SAHARON SHELAH 

ABSTRACT. We show that it is not provable in ZFC that any two countable 
elementarily equivalent structures have isomorphic ultrapowers relative to 
some ultrafilter on w. 

SUMMARY 

§2. Elementarily equivalent structures do not have isomorphic ultmpowers. 
H V is a model of CH then in a generic extension we make 2~o = N2 

and we find countable elementarily equivalent graphs r, ~ such that for 
every ultrafilter F on w, rw / F ~ ~ w / F. In this model there is an ultrafil
ter F such that any ultraproduct with respect to F of finite structures is 
saturated. 

§3. The case of finite gmphs. 
By a variant of the construction in §2 we show that there is a generic ex

tension of V in which for some explicitly defined sequences of finite graphs 
r n, ~n, all nonprincipal ultraproducts TIn r n/Fl or TIn ~n/F2' are ele
mentarily equiVB;lent, but no countable ultraproduct of the r n is isomorphic 
to a countable ultraproduct of the ~n' 

§4. The effect of N3 Cohen reals. 
We prove that if we simply add N3 Cohen reals to a model of GCH, then 

there is at least one ultrafilter F such that for certain pseudorandom finite 
graphs rn, ~n' the ultraproducts TInrn/F, TIn~n/F are elementarily 
equivalent but not isomorphic. This implies that there are also count ably 
infinite graphs r, ~ such that for the same ultrafilter F, the ultrapowers 
rw / F, ~w / F are elementarily equivalent and not isomorphic. 

§A. Appendix. 
We discuss proper forcing, iteration theorems, and the use of (Dl)~2 

in §4. 

357 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Any two elementarily equivalent structures of cardinality A have isomor
phic ultrapowers (by [Sh 13], in 1971) with respect to an ultrafilter on 2A. 
Earlier, as the culmination of work in the sixties, Keisler showed, assuming 
2A = A+, that the ultrafilter may be taken to be on A [Keisler]. In par
ticular, assuming the continuum hypothesis, for countable structures any 
nonprincipal ultrafilter on w will do. As a special case, the continuum hy
pothesis implies that an ultraproduct of power series rings over prime fields 
Fp is isomorphic to the ultrapower of the corresponding rings of p-adic inte
gers; this has number-theoretic consequences [AxKo]. Kim has conjectured 
that the isomorphism TIp Fp[[tlJ/ F :::: TIp 7l..p/ F is valid for any nonprincipal 
ultrafilter over w, regardless of the status of the continuum hypothesis. In 
fact it has not previously been clear what could be said about isomorphism 
of nonprincipal ultrapowers or ultraproducts over w in general, in the ab
sence of the continuum hypothesis; it has long been suspected that such 
questions do involve set theoretic issues going beyond ZFC, but there have 
been no concrete results in this area. For the case of two different ultrafil
ters and on higher cardinals, see [Sh a VI]. In particular, ([Sh a VI, 3.13]) if 
M = (w, <)W /D (D an ultrafilter on w), the cofinality of ({a EM: a > n 
for every natural number n}, » can be any regular K E (No,2No ]. 

It does follow from the results of [Sh 13] that there is always an ultrafil
ter F on A such that for any two elementarily equivalent models M, N of 
cardinality A, MW / F embeds elementarily into N W / F. On the other hand, 
we show here that it is easy to find some countable elementarily equivalent 
structures with nonisomorphic ultrapowers relative to a certain nonprinci
pal ultrafilter on w: given enough Cohen reals, some ultrafilter will do the 
trick (§4), and with more complicated forcing any ultrafilter will do the 
trick (§2, refined in §3). The (first order theories of the) models involved 
have the independence property but do not have the strict order property. 
Every unstable theory either has the independence property or the strict 
order property (or both) (in nontechnical terms, in the theory we can in
terprate in a way the theory of the random graph or the theory of a linear 
order), and our work here clearly makes use of the independence property. 
The rings occurring in the Ax-Kochen isomorphism are unstable, but do not 
have the independence property, so the results given here certainly do not 
apply directly to Kim's problem. However it does appear that the methods 
used in §4 can be modified to refute Kim's conjecture, and we intend to 
return to this elsewhere [Sh 405]. 

A final technical remark: the forcing notions used here are <wl-proper, 
strongly proper, and Borel. Because of improvements made in the iteration 
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NONISOMORPHISM OF ULTRAPOWERS OF COUNTABLE MODELS 359 

theorems for proper forcing [Sh 177, Sh f], we just need the properness; in 
earlier versions w-properness was somehow used. 

In the appendix we give a full presentation of a less general variant of 
the preservation theorem of [Sh f] VI §1. 

The forcing notions introduced in §2, §3 here (see 2.15, 2.16) are of 
interest per se. Subsequently specific cases have found more applications; 
see Bartoszynski, Judah and Shelah [BJSh 368], Shelah and Fremlin [ShFr 
406]. 

2. ALL ULTRAFILTERS ON W CAN BE INADEQUATE 

Starting with a model V of CH, in a generic extension we will make 
2No = N2 and find countable elementarily equivalent graphs r, A such that 
for any pair of ultrafilters F,F' on w, rw /F 'f. AW /F'. More precisely: 

2.1 Theorem. Suppose V I=CH. Then there is a proper forcing notion 
'P with the N2-chain condition, of cardinality N2 (and hence 'P collapses 
no cardinal and changes no cotinality) which makes 2No = N2 and has the 
following effects on ultraproducts: 

(i) There. are countable elementarily equivalent graphs r, A such that 
no ultra powers rw / F1, AW / F2 are isomorphic. 

(ii) There is a nonprincipal ultrafilter F on w such that for any two se
quences r n, An of tillite models for a countable language, if their ul
trapowers with respect to F are elementarily equivalent, then these 
ultra powers are isomorphic, and in fact saturated. 

2.2 Remark. The two properties (i,ii) are handled quite independently by 
the forcing, and in particular (ii) can be obtained just by adding random 
reals. 

2.3 Notation. We work with the language of bipartite graphs (with a spec
ified bipartition P, Q). rk,l is a bipartite graph with bipartition U = 

. u u 
Uk,l, V = Vk,.e, .IUI = k and V = Um<l (m)' where (m) denotes the set 
of all subsets of U of cardinality m. The edge relation is membership. We 
also let roo be the bipartite graph with lUI = No specifically U = w and V 
the set of all finite subsets of U. The theory of the r k,l converges to that 
of roo as l, k/l ---t 00. 

2.4 Remark. Our construction will ensure that for any sequence (kn' In) 
with In, kn/ln ---t 00 and any ultrafilters Ft, F2 the ultraproducts 
I1.Tkn . ,I,.. / F1 and r~/ F2 are nonisomorphic. In particular, if rfin is the . , 
disjoint union of the graphs r2n,n, and r is the disjoint union of rfin and 
roo, then rfin and r are elementarily equivalent, but any isomorphism of 
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rW IF and rfinl F would induce an isomorphism of an ultrapower of roo 
with some ultraproduct TIi r2ni,niIF. (Note that the graphs under consid
eration have connected components of diameter at most 4.) 

2.5 The model. We will build a model N of ZFC by iterating suitable 
proper forcing notions with countable support [8h b], see also [Jech]. The 
model N will have the following combinatorial properties: 

PI. If (An)n<w is a collection of finite sets with IAnl ---t 00, and 9 : 

W ---t W with g(n) ---t 00, and li (i < WI) are functions from W 

to W with li E TIn An for all i < WI, then there is a function H 
from W to finite subsets of W such that: H(n) has size at most g(n); 
H(n) ~ An; and for each i, H(n) contains lien) if n is sufficiently 
large (depending on i). 

P2. Ww has true cofinality Wll that is: there is a sequence (Ji)i<Wl which 
is cofinal in Ww with respect to the partial ordering of eventual 
domination (given by "f(n) < g(n) for sufficiently large n"). 

P3. For every sequence (Ak : k < w) of finite sets, for any collection 
Bi(i < wI) of infinite subsets of w, and for any collection (gi)i<Wl 
of functions in TIk Ak, there is a function f E TIk Ak such that for 

-all i,j < WI, the set {n E Bi : fen) = gj(n)} is infinite. 
P4. 2l-l1 = ~2' 

Note that (P3,P4) imply 2l-lo = ~2. 

2.6 Proposition. Any model N of ZFC with properties (P1-P2) satisfies 
part (i) of Theorem 2.1. More precisely, the following weak saturation 
property holds for any ultraproduct r* = TIn rkn,lnlF for which In ---t 

00, (in < kn) and fails in any countably indexed ultrapower of roo: (t) 
Given Wr elements of Ur * , some element of V r * is linked to each of them. 

Proof Our discussion in Remark 2.4 shows that it suffices to check the 
claim regarding (t). First consider an ultraproduct r* = TIn r kn,ln IF for 
which In, ---t 00, In < kn. 

Given ~I elements ai = lilF E r* we apply (PI) with g(n) = In -
1, An = Ukn,ln' H picks out a sequence of small subsets of Ukn,ln' and if 
b E Vr * is chosen so that its n-th coordinate is linked to all the elements 
of H ( n ), then this does the trick. 

Now let r* be of the form r~/F. We will show that (t) fails in this 
model. Let (Ji : i < wI) be a cofinal increasing sequence in W w, under the 
partial ordering given by eventual domination. Remember Uroo = w. Let 
ai = fil F for i < WI. Let b E Vr * be represented by the sequence bn of 
elements of V in roo. Let Bn be the subset of Uroo coded by bn; we may 
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suppose it is never empty. Define g(n) = sup Bn and let i be chosen so 
that fi dominates 9 eventually. Then off a finite set we have fi(n) f/. B n , 

and hence in r*, ai and b are unlinked. 0 

2.7 Proposition. Any model N of ZFC with the properties (P3,P4) sat
isfies part (ii) of Theorem 2.1. 

Proof. We must construct an ultrafilter F on w such that any ultraproduct 
of finite structures with respect to F is saturated. The construction takes 
place in N2 stepsj at stage a < N2 we have a filter Fa generated by a 
subfilter of at most Nl sets (Bi)i<Wl containing the cobounded subsets of 
w, and we have a type P = (<Pi)i<Wl over some ultraproduct fhAklF of 
finite structures to realize. (More precisely, since the filter F has not yet 
been constructed, the "type" p is given as a set of pairs ('Pi(Xj y), f<i» where 
f(i) = (f~i), ... ) with fJi) E ilk A k , P is closed under conjunction, and p 

is consistent in a strong sense: for each <Pi there is a function gi such that 
'Pi(gi(n)j f~i)(n); ... ) holds for all n in some set which has already been put 
into F.) By (P4) we can arrange the construction so that at a given stage 
a we only have to deal with one such type. 

By (P3) there is a function f E ilk Akl F such that for all i, j < Wt, the 
set {n E Bj : j(n) = gi(n)} is infinite, where gi witnesses the consistency 

of 'Pi' We adjoin to F all of the sets Xi = {n E W : 'Pi (f(n)j f~i)(n), ... )}. 
The resulting filter is nontrivial, and- is again generated by at most Nl 
sets. Furthermore our construction ensures that f I F will realize the type 
p = {'Pi(Xj f~i) IF, ... )} in the ultraproduct. 

One may also take care as one proceeds to ensure that the filter which 
is being constructed will be an ultrafilter. 0 

2.8 Outline of the construction 

In the remainder of this section we will manufacture a model N of ZFO 
with the properties P1-P4 specified in 2.5. We will use a countable support 
iteration of length W2 of ww-bounding proper forcing notions of cardinality 
at most Nt, starting from a model M of GOH. (See the Appendix for 
definitions and an outline of relevant results.) By [Sh 177] or [Sh f] VI§2 
or A2.3 here, improving the iteration theorem of [Sh b, Theorem V.4.3], 
countable support iteration preserves the property: 

"Ww-bounding and proper" . 

Thus every function f : w --+ w in N is eventually dominated by one 
in M, and property P2 follows: W w has true cofinality Wl in N. Our 
construction also yields P4: 2Nl = N2• The other two properties are more 
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specifically combinatorial, and will be ensured by the particular choice of 
forcing notions in the iteration. The next two propositions state explicitly 
that suitable forcing notions exist to ensure each of these two properties; it 
will then remain only to prove these two propositions. 

2.9 Proposition. Suppose that (An)n<w is a collection of finite sets with 
IAnl --+ 00, and 9 : w --+ w with g(n) --+ 00. Then there is a proper 
ww-bounding forcing notion P such that for some P-name IJ the following 
holds in the corresponding generic extension: 

IJ is a function with domain w with IJ(n) ~ An and IIJ(n) I ::; g(n) for 
all relevant n, and for every f E TIn An in the ground model, we have 
fen) E IJ(n) ifn is sufficiently large (depending on f). 

2.10 Proposition. Suppose M is a model of ZFC, and (Ak : k < w) is a 
sequence of finite sets in M. Then there is an W w-bounding proper forcing 
notion such that in the corresponding generic extension we have a function 
"1 E TIk Ak satisfying: for all f E TIk Ak and infinite B ~ w, both in M, "1 
agrees with f on an infinite subset of B. 

We give the proof of Proposition 2.10 first. 

2.11 Definition. For A = (Ak : k < w) a sequence of finite sets of natural 
numbers, for simplicity IAkl ~ 2 for every k, let Q(A) be the set of pairs 
(T, K) where T ~ Ww is a tree and K : T --+ w, such that for all Tf in T 
we have: 

1. Tf(l) E Al for l < len(Tf). 
2. For any k ~ K(Tf) and x E Ak there is p in T extending Tf with 

p(k) = x. 

We take (T', K') ~ (T, K) iff T' is a subtree of T. By abuse of notation, 
we may write "T" for "(T, K)" with K(Tf) the minimal possible value, and 
we may ignore the presence of K in other ways. 

We use Q(A) as a forcing notion: the intersection of a generic set of 
conditions defines a function Tf E TIk A k , called the generic branch. 

We also define partial order~::;m on Q(A) as follows. T::;m T' iffT ::; T' 
and: 

1. T n m?w = T' n m?w; 

2. K(Tf) = K'(Tf) for Tf E Tn m?w. 

Note the fusion property: if (Tn) is a sequence of conditions with Tn ::;n 
Tn+l for all n, then sup Tn exists (and is a condition). We pay attention 
to K in this context. 

2.12 Remark. With the notation of 2.11, Q(A) forces: 
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For any f E Ilk Ak and infinite B ~ w, both in the ground model, the 
generic branch "1 agrees with f on an infinite subset of B. 

2.13 Proof of Proposition 1.10. It suffices to check that Q(A) is an Ww_ 
bounding proper forcing notion. We claim in fact: 

Let (T, K) E Q(A), m < w, and let g be a Q(A)-name for an 

(*) ordinal. Then there is T', T :Sm T' such that for some 

finite set w of ordinals, T' If- "g E w" . 

This condition implies that Q(A) is ww-bounding, since given a name [ 
of a function in ww, we can find a sequence of conditions Tn and finite sets 
Wn of integers such that (Tn) is a fusion sequence (Le. Tn :Sn Tn+l for all 
n) and Tn If- "[(n) E wn"; then T = sup Tn forces "[(n) :S max Wn for all 
n". 

At the same time, the condition (*) is stronger than Baumgartner's 
Axiom A, which implies a-properness for all countable a. 

It remains to check (*). We fix T (and the corresponding function K : 
T ~ w), g,-m as in (*). For vET let TV be the restriction of T to the 
set of nodes comparable with v. For v in T, pick a condition (Tv, Kv) by 
induction on len(v) such that Tv 2:: TV and T/ <l v&v E TrJ ==? Tv 2:: TrJ and 
Tv If- "g = av" for some avo We may suppose Kv 2:: K on Tv. Set ko = m, 
and define kl inductively by 

k/+l =: max(kl + 1, max{KrJ(T/) + 1: T/ E Tn klW}). 

Let (T/j)j=2 .... ,N, be an enumeration of T n 91W. (It is convenient to begin 
counting with 2 here.) For vET with vrk1 = T/j, we will write j = j(v). 

Let T' be: 

{T/ : 3v> E T extending T/, len(v) 2:: kN, and v E Tvfkj(v)} 

Observe that for T/ of length at least kN, the only relevant v in the 
definition of T' is T/ itself. That is, T/ E T' if and only if T/ E TrJfkj ("I)' In 
particular T' is a condition (with K'(T/) :S K rJfkj ("I)(T/) for len(T/) 2:: kN)' 
Also, since T' n kN?w ~ U{Tv : vET n kN2:W}, we find T' If- "g E {av : 
vET n kN2:W}". Notice also that T'rkl = Trk1 . 

The main point, finally, is to check that we can take K' = K on T'nm2: w. 
Fix T/j E T'nm2:w, k 2:: K(T/j), and x E Ak; we have to produce an extension 
v of T/j in T', with v(k) = x. Let T/h be an extension of T/j of length k1 , 
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such that 'T/h has an extension vET with v(k) = x. If k < kh' then 
vf(k + 1) E T', as required. 

Now suppose k 2:: kh+1, and let 'T/ be an extension of'T/h of length kh. 
Then TTJ 5; T', and k 2:: KTJ("l)' Thus a suitable v extending 'T/ exists. 

We are left only with the case: k E [kh' kh+1)' In particular k 2:: k2' so 
k > K ("lh) for all 'T/h in Tn kl~. This means that any extension Of'T/hl of'T/ 
of length kl could be used in place of our original choice of'T/h. Easily there 
is such h' #- h (remember IAkl 2:: 2 and demand on K). But k cannot lie 
in two intervals of the form [kh' kh+1), so we must succeed on the second 
try. 0 

2.14 Logarithmic measures 

We will define the forcing used to prove Proposition 2.9 in 2.16 below. 
Conditions will be perfect trees carrying extra information in the form of 
a (very weak) "measure" associated with each node. These measures may 
be defined as follows. 

For a a set, we write P+(a) for P(a) \ {0}. A logarithmic measure on a 
is a function II II : P+(a) -- N such that: 
1. x 5; Y ==? IIxil ~ IIYII; 
2. If x = Xl U X2 then for some i = 1 or 2, IIxili 2:: IIxil - 1. 

By (1), II II has finite range. If a is finite (as will generally be the case 
in the present context), one such logarithmic measure is IIxil = Lln2lxlJ. 

2.15 The forcing notion £T 

We will force with trees such that the set of successors of any node carries 
a specified logarithmic measure; the measures will be used to prevent the 
tree from being pruned too rapidly. The formal definition is as follows. 

1. £T is the set of pairs (T, t) where: 
1:1. T is a subtree of w>w with finite stem; this is the longest 

branch in T before ramification occurs. We call the set of 
nodes of T which contain the whole stem the essential part 
of T; so T will consist of its essential part together with the 
proper initial segments of its stem. We denote the essential 
part of T by ess(T). 

1.2. t is a function defined on the essential part of T, with t('T/) 
a logarithmic measure on the set SUCCT("l) of all successors 
of'T/ in T; we often write II IITJ (or possibly II II~) for t('T/). 
For 'T/ a proper initial segment of the stem of T, we stipulate 
t('T/)[succ('T/)] = o. 

2. The partial order on £T is defined by: (T2' t2) 2:: (Tb tl) iff T2 5; Tb 
and for 'T/ E T2 t2('T/) is the restriction oftl('T/) to P+(SUCCT2('T/)). 
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3. We define £T[(T,t)] to be {(T', t') E £T : (T', t') ~ (T, t)} with the 
induced order. Similarly for £Tf, £Td , and CTj (see below). 

2.16 The forcing notion £Tj 

£Tf is the set of pairs (T, t) E £T in which T has only finite ramification 
at each node. 

£T d is the set of pairs (T, t) E £T such that for any m, every branch of 
T is almost contained in the set {ry E T : 'Vv ~ ry II succT(v)llv ~ m} (i.e. 
the set difference is finite). 

£T 1 is £Tf n £T d. For T E £Tf, an equivalent condition for being in 

£T~ is: limkinf{1I succT(ry)ll7J : len(ry) = k} = 00. Note: £T~ is an upward 
closed subset of £T d. 

We make an observation concerning fusion in this connection. Define: 

1. (Tb tt) ~* (T2' h) if (TI , tl) ~ (T2, t2) and in addition for allry E 

ess T2 , II SUCCT2 (ry) 11~2 ~ II SUCCT1 (ry) 11~1 - 1. 
2. (TI,tl ) ~m (T2,t2) if (TI,tl) ~ (T2,t2) and for allry E T2 with 

IlsuccTl(ry)ll7J ~ m, (so ry E ess(TI» we have IIsuccT2(ry)lI7J ~ m 
(hence ry E ess(T2) when m > 0). 

3. (TI,tt) ~:n (T2,t2) if (Tt,h) ~m (T2,t2) and for allry E T2 with 
Ilsucc(ry)lI~l ~ m, we have SUCCTt(ry) ~ T2 • 

If (Tn, tn ) is a sequence of conditions in £Tj with (Tn, tn ) ~~ (Tn+l, tn+1) 
for all n, then sup(Tn, t n) exists in £Tj. 

We also mention in passing that a similar statement holds for £T d, with 
a more complicated notation. Using arguments like those given here one 
can show that £T d is also proper. This will not be done here. 

For ry E T, (T, t) E £T we let T7J be the set of vET comparable with ry, 
t7J = tress(T7J): so (T, t) ~ (T7J, t7J); we may write (T, t)TJ or (TTJ, t) instead 
of (TTJ, tTJ). 

We will now restate Proposition 2.9 more explicitly, in two parts. 

2.17 Proposition. Suppose that (An)n<w is a collection of finite sets with 
IAnl ---+ 00, and that 9 : w ---+ w with 9 ---+ 00. Then there is a 
condition (To, to) in £Tj such that (To, to) forces: 

There is a function If such that IIf(n) I < g(n) for all n [more exactly, 
IIf(n)1 < max{g(n), I}l , and for every f in the ground model, 

f(n) E If(n) for n sufliciently large. 

Proof. Without loss of generality g(n) > 1 and An is nonempty for every 
n. Let an = {A ~ An : IAI = g(n) - I}, To = UN I1n<N an, and define 
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a logarithmic measure II lin on an by IIxlin = max{l : if A' S; An has 
cardinality 21, then there is A E x containing A'}. Set to('1) = II I hen 17' 

Obviously (To, to) E CTj, (a pedantic reader will note To ~ w>w and 
rename) For a generic branch 1] of To: 

(To, to) II-CTj "11](n)I < g(n) for all n;" 
(To, to) II-CTj "For f in the ground model, fen) E 1](n) for all large n." 

o 
2.18 Proposition. The forcing notion CTj is ww-bounding and proper. 

It remains only to prove this proposition. 

2.19 Lemma. If(T, t) E CTd and W is a subset ofT, then there is some 
(T', t') E CT d with (T, t) :5* (T', t') such that either: 

( + ) every branch of T' meets W; or else 
( - ) T' is disjoint from W. 

Proof. Let TW be the set of all 'I} E T for which there is a condition (T', t') 
such that T' has stem 'I}, (TI7, t) :5* (T', t'), and every infinite branch of T' 
meets W. (TI7 is the set of vET comparable to 'I}; so it is a tree whose 
stem contains 'I}.) 

If the stem of T is in T W we get (+). Otherwise we will construct 
(T', t') E CT d such that (-) holds, (T, t) :5* (T', t'), and T' n TW = 0. For 
this we define T' n nw (and t' = t f ess(T'» inductively. 

If n :5 len(stem(T» then we let T' n nw be {stem(T)fn}. 
So suppose that n ~ len(stemT) and that we have defined everything 

for n' :5 n. Let vET' nnw, and in particular, v f/. TW. Let a = SUCCT(V), 
al = an TW, a2 = a\al' Then for some i = 1 or 2, Ilailiv ~ Ilallv-1. 

Since v rJ. TW, it follows easily that lIalliv < Iialiv - 1; otherwise one 
pastes together the conditions (Tv" tv') associated with v' E al to show 
v E TW. Thus lIa211v ~ lIaliv -1. Let T' n (SUCCT(V» be a2. As we can do 
this for aJl vET' nnw, this completes the induction step. 0 

2.20 Lemma. If g is an CTj-name of an ordinal, (T, t) E CTj, m < w, 
and II succT'I}1I17 > m for 'I} E ess(T) , then there is (T', t') E CTj with 
(T, t) :5m (T', t'), and a finite set w of ordinals, such that (T', t') 11-CT' "g E 

d 

w". 

Proof. Let W be the set of nodes v of T for which there is a condition 
(Tv, tv) with (Tv, tv) m ~ (TV, tV) such that (Tv, tv) forces a value on g. 
We claim that for any (Tbtl) *~ (T,t), Tl must meet W. Indeed, fix 
(T2' t2) ~ (Tb tI) forcing "g = /3" for some /3. Then for some v E T2, all 
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extensions 1] of v in T2 will satisfy II SUCCT2 (1]) 11'1 2:: m, and (T2' t2)V witnesses 
the fact that v E W. Thus if we apply Lemma 2.19, the alternative (-) is 
not possible. 

Accordingly we have some (TI' tI) *2:: (T, t) such that every branch of 
(TI, h) meets W. Let Wo be the set of minimal elements of W in T I . 

Then Wo is finite. For v E Wo select (Tv, tv) with (Tv, tv) ~ (T, t)V and 
(Tv, tv) If- "g = av" for some avo Form T' = U{TV : v E Wo}. 0 

2.21 Lemma. If (T, t) E £T1, g is an £T1-name of an ordinal, m < w, 

then there is (T', t') E £71 with (T, t) ~;", (T', t'), and a finite set of 
ordinals w, such that (T', t') If- "g E w". 

Proof. Fix k so that II succ(1]) 11'1 > m for len(1]) 2:: k. Apply 2.20 to each 
TV for vET of length k + 1. 0 

2.22 Proof of 2.18. As in 2.13, using 2.21. 0 

This completes the verification that the desired model N can be con
structed by iterating forcing. 

3. NONISOMORPHIC ULTRAPRODUCTS OF FINITE MODELS 

We continue to use the bipartite graphs rk,l introduced in 2.3. Varying 
the forcing used in §2, we will get: 

3.1 Theorem. Suppose that V satisfies CH, and that (km In), (k~, l~) are 
monotonically increasing sequences of pairs (and 2 < l~ < k~ < In < kn < 
l~+1) such that: 

(1) k~/l~ ---> 00; 
(2) (knlln) > (k~)ndl~, for each d> 0, for n large enough; 

(3) In l~ > k~_I' 
Then there 1s a proper forcing P satisfying the N2-cc, of size N2 , such 

that in V'P no two ultraproducts II r ki ,IJ.ri, II r k; ,1:!.r2 are isomorphic. 

More precisely, we will call a bipartite graph with bipartition (U, V) 
NI-complete if every set of WI elements of U is linked to a single com
mon element of V (property (t) of Proposition 2.6), and then our claim 
is that in V'P, no nonprincipal ultraproduct of the first sequence rkn,ln is 
NI-complete, and every nonprincipal ultraproduct of the second sequence 
rk~,l~ is; furthermore, as indicated, this phenomenon can be controlled by 
the rates of growth of k and of llk. 
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3.2 Definition. Let f, 9 be functions in Ww. A model N of ZFC is (I, g)
bounded if for any sequence (An)n<w of finite sets with IAnl = fen), there 
are NI sequences Bi = (Bi,n : n < w), indexed by i < WI, with: 

(1) Bi,n ~ An for all n 
(2) For all i < Wt, IBi,nl < g(n) eventually 
(3) Ui TIn Bi,n = TIn An in N 

3.3 Lemma. Let (kn), (In) be sequences with In, kn/ln -- 00, and let 
fen) = (~:), g(n) = kn/ln. Suppose that N is a model of ZFC which is 
(I,g)-bounded. Then no ultra product TIn rkn,/n/F can be Nl-complete. 

Proof. Let Bi have properties (1-3) of 3.2 with respect to An = Vkn,ln' For 
each i, choose ai E TIn Ukn,ln so that ai(n) is not linked to any b E Bi,n, as 
long as IBi,nl < g(n) (so lnlBi,nl < kn). Then ai/F(i < wt} cannot all be 
linked to any single b in TIn rkn,/n / F, for any ultrafilter F. 0 

3.4 Definition. For functions f, 9 E Ww we say that a forcing notion 'P has 
the (I, g)-bounding property provided that: 

For any sequence (Ak : k < w) in the ground 
model, with IAkl = f(k), and any 1] E TIk Ak in the 
generic extension, there is a "cover;' B = (Bk : k < 
w) in the ground model with Bk ~ Ak, IBkl < g(k) 
(more exactly, < Max{g(k) , 2}), and "1(k) E Bk for 
each k. 

Similarly a forcing notion has the (F,g)-bounding property, for F a 
collection of functions, if it has the (I, ge)-bounding property for each f E F 
and eacn c > O. In this terminology, notice that ({f}, g)-bounding is a 
stronger condition than (I, g)-bounding. 

3.4A Definition. Call a family F g-c1osed if it satisfies the following two 
closure conditions: 

1. For f E F, the function F(n) = TIm<n(l(m) + 1) lies in F; 
2. For f E F, f g is in F. 

Proof of 3.1. We build a model N of ZFC by an iteration of length W2 

with countable support of proper forcing notions with the (F, g) bounding 
property for a suitable family F, all of which are of the form (1::rJ)[(T,t)l; 
and we arrange that all of the forcing notions of this form which are actu
ally (F, g)-bounding will occur cofinally often. (In order to carry this out 
one actually makes use of auxiliary functions (ft,gl) with ft eventually 
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dominating F and gl eventually dominated by any positive power of g, but 
these details are best left to the discussion after 3.5.) 

One can show that a countable support iteration of proper (F, g)-bound
ing forcing notions is again (F, g)-bounding. This is an instance of a general 
iteration theorem of [8h f, VI] but we make our presentation self-contained 
by giving a proof in the appendix-A2.5. If we force over a ground model 
with CH (so that CH holds at intermediate points in the iteration) then 
our final model is (F, g)-bounded, and by 3.3 no ultraproduct of the rkn,ln 

can be N1-complete. 
One very important point still remains to be checked. It may be formu

lated as follows. 

3.5 Proposition. Let fo,go, h : w ----t w\{O, 1} and suppose that (An)n<w 
is a sequence of finite nonempty sets with IAnl ----t 00. Assume: 

(1) TIIAmlh(m) < go(n) for every n large enough; 
m~n 

(2) 
In ITi<n fo (i) 

Inh(n) 
----t 00. 

Then there is a condition (T, t) E CTj such that (CTj)[(T,t)] is (fo,90)
bounding and (T, t) forces: 

There is a function lJ such that lJ(n) ~ An, IlJ(n)1 < hen) for all n, and 
for every f in the ground model, fen) E lJ(n) for·n sufficiently large. 

Continuation of the proof of 3.1. We will now check that the proof of the
orem 3.1 can be completed using this proposition. 

We set f*(n) = (7:), g(n) = kn/ln' hen) = l~, and An = Uk!,.,l!,.. (80 

IAnl = k~.) Let Fo be the set of increasing functions f satisfying 

lim In h(n)/(gd(n - 1) In fen - 1)) ----t 00 for all d > o. 
n--oo 

If fo E Fo and go is a positive power of g, then conditions (1,2) of 3.5 
hold by condition (2) of 3.1 (for (2) of 3.5 note for d = 2 that gd(n-1) > n). 
Furthermore Fo is g-closed (this uses the fact that g(n) 2: n eventually by 
(2) of 3.1), and f* E Fo· By diagonalization find /1, gl satisfying (1,2) 
of 3.5 so that fl eventually dominates any function in the g-closure of 
f*, and gl is eventually dominated by any positive power of g. Apply 
the proposition to (/1, gl, h) and observe that an (/1, gl)-bounding forcing 
notion is (g-closure of f*, g)-bounding. We let F = g-closure of {f*}. 
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Forcing with the corresponding (£7j)[{T,t») produces a branch lJ so that 
if lJ(n) is thought of as an element bn E Vk;.,l;', then for all f E IInAn in 
the ground model, and any ultrafilter F on w, f /F is linked to lJ(n)/F in 
IInrk;.,I;./F. 0 

3.6 Terminology 

A logarithmic measure II lion a is called m-additive if for every choice 
of (ai)i<m with Ui ai = a, there is i < m with Ilaill 2:: lIall - 1. 

3.7 Lemma. Suppose f,g: w ~ w \ {O, I}, (T,t) E £71, and: 

i. for every 'f/ E ess(T), t('f/) is IIi<lenl"/ f(i)-additive; 
ii. for every n we have IT n (n+1)wl < g(n). 

Then (£71)[{T,t)] is (f,g)-bounding. 

Proof. Let F(n) = IIi<n f(i). Suppose that (An)n<w E V, IAnl :::; f(n), 
and (T, t) II- "'f/ E IIn An". By fusion as in 2.19-2.22 there is (T', t') E £71 
with (T', t') i (T, t) such that for every n the set 

W =: {v E T' : (T'V, t') forces a value on !I( n)} 

meets ~very branch of (T', t'). 
For each n, choose N(n) large enough that (T'V, t') forces a value 'f/:J on 

!Irn for each vET' n N{n)w. Thus 'f/:J E IIi<n Ai. By downward induction 
on k < N(n), for vET' n kW choose 'f/:J E nw and s(v,n) C;;;; SUCCT'(V) so 
that: 

118(v,n)lIv 2:: IISUCCT'(V)lIv -1; 

'f/~rmin{k,n} = 'f/~I rmin{k,n} for v' E s(v,n). 

Since I {'f/v l rmin(k,n) : v' E succT'(v)}1 :::; F(k) and IIllv is F(k)-additive, 
this is e~ily done. Let T~ = {v E T' : (Vl < len(v) n N(n» vr{l + 1) E 

8(vrl, n)}. 
We now define Til C;;;; T' so that for all k the set X k of n for which 

Til n k~ = T~ n k~ is infinite. For this we proceed by induction on k. If 
Til n k~ has been defined, then we can select X C;;;; X k infinite such that 
for n E X and v E Til n "'w, 8(V, n) = 8(V) is independent of n. We then 
define 

Til n {k+ 1)w = {v E T' n k+1w : vrk E Til n kw and v E 8(vrk)} 

Observe that (Til, t rT") *2:: (T', t'), and (Til, t rT") forces: 

"For any k, if n E XN{k) and n 2:: k, then 

!Irk = 'f/~ rk for some v E Til n kw". 
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Indeed, for any v' of length N(k) in T", if v' E T~ then 11~' = 11:;' tk = 
11:;,rktk. Since IT" n kHwl $; IT n k+lwl < g(k), this yields the stated 
bounding principle. 0 

3.8 Proof of 3.5. Let Fo(n) = TIi<n fo(i). Let an = {A ~ An : IAI = 
h(n) -I}, To = UN TIn<Nan, and define a logarithmic measure II lin on 
an by: for a ~ an 

lIalin = max{l: for all A' ~ An of cardinality $; Fo(n)l, 

there is A E a containing A'}. 

Set to(11) = II II len '1' 

Obviously II lin is Fo(n)-additive and ITn(nH)wl = TIm<n(IAml)(h(m)-l) 

which is (by condition (1) of 3.5) < go(n), so (CTj) [(To ,to)] is (fo, go)
bounding by lemma 3.7. 

We need to check that lIanlin - 00: 

I lnh(n) 
lIanlln = max{l : Fo(n) < h(n)} '" In Fo(n) . 

So (2) from 3.5 guarantees it. 0 

4. ADDING COHEN REALS CREATES A BAD ULTRAFILTER 

In this section we show that a weaker form of the results in §§2, 3 is 
obtained just by adding N3 Cohen reals to a suitable ground model. This 
result was actually the first one obtained in this direction. This construction 
is also used in lSh 345] and again in [Sh 405]. 

4.1 Theorem. If we add N3 Cohen reals to a model of [2Ni = NiH (i = 

1,2) & O{6<Ns:cof6=N2}]' then there will be a nonprincipal ultrafilter:F on 
w and two seqqences of pseudorandom finite graphs (r~J, (r~) such that 
TIn r~/:F ¢ TIn r~/:F. In fact the same result will apply if the sequences 
r~, r~ are replaced by any subsequences. 

Here we call a sequence (r~) of finite graphs pseudorandom if the theory 
of r~ converges fairly rapidly to the theory of the random infinite graph; 
cf. 4.4 below. The only condition needed on the two sequences in Theorem 
4.1 is that the r~ and r~ are of radically different sizes (4.5 below). As 
a variant (with very much the same proof) we can take all r~ equal to 
the random infinite graph, keeping (r~) a sequence of pseudorandom finite 
graphs, and obtain the same result for a suitable ultrafilter. 
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4.2 Corollary. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 there are elementar
ilyequivalent countable graphs r~, r~ and a nonprincipal ultrafilter F on 
w with (r~)W IF i=- (r~)W IF. 

This is proved much as in Remark 2.4, noting that large pseudorandom 
graphs are connected of diameter 2. 

4.3 Remark. With more effort we can replace the hypotheses on the ground 
model in Theorem 4.1 by: 

adding only N2 Cohen reals. In the definition of AP below, :[ would then 
not be an arbitrary name of an ultrafilter; instead AP would be replaced 
by a family of N 1 isomorphism types of members of AP, (using No in place 
of Nl in clause 4.8 (i) below) which is closed under the operations used in 
the proof. 

The same approach allows us to eliminate the <l from Theorem 4.1. 
With the modified version of AP and N3 Cohen reals, we can replace 
<l{O<N3:cofO=N2} by <l{O<N3:cofO=Nd, which in fact follows from the other 
hypotheses [Gregory, Sh 82]. 

We will not enlarge on these remarks any further here. 

4.4 Definition. A finite graph r on n vertices is sufficiently random if: 

i. For any two disjoint sets ofvertices Vl, V2 with IVl UV2 1 ::; (logn)/3, 
there is a vertex v linked to all vertices of Vl , and none in V2 ; 

ii. For any sets of vertices Vl, V2 with I Vi I > 3 log n there are adj acent 
and nonadjacent pairs of vertices in Vi x V2 • 

iii. If Yi, V2 , V are three disjoint sets of vertices and P ~ Vl X V2 , with 
IPI, IVI > 5 log n, and if all pairs in P have distinct first entries, 
then some v E V separates some pair (vI, v2 ) E P in the sense 
that: [R(v l , v) {=::} -'R(v2 , v)]. Here R is the edge relation (in the 
appropriate graph). 

For sufficiently large n most graphs of size n are sufficiently random. We 
call any sequence of sufficiently random graphs of size tending to infinity a 
sequence of pseudorandom graphs. 

(See [Bollobas] for background on random graphs.) 

4.5 Notation 

i. (r~), (r;') are two sequences of sufficiently random graphs such 

that for any m,n we have IIr;,,1I > IIr;'1I5 or IIr;'11 > Ilr;"115 . (11rII 
is the number of vertices of r.) These sequences are kept fixed. r 
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is the infinite random (homogeneous) graph. If we replace II r~/ F 
by rw / F throughout, the argument is much the same, with slight 
simplifications. 

ii. IP' is the forcing notion that adds N3 Cohen reals to V. fa is the 
name of the a-th Cohen real as an element of Ww. For A ~ N3 , IP'fA 
denotes {p E IP' : domp ~ A}. 

4.6 Discussion 

Working in the ground model we will build a lP'-name for a suitable 
nonprincipal ultrafilter:[. We will view the reals fa as (for example) 
potential members of the ultraproduct II r~. We will consider candidates 
Ya for (representatives of) their images under a putative isomorphism, and 
d""efeat them by arranging (for example) that the set of n for which 

R(xa(n),x,a(n» iff -,R(Ya(n),Y,a(n» - - --
gets into :[. 

Note however that this must be done for every two potential sequences 

(~l(n» and (e(n» indexing the ultraproducts IIn r~l(n/:[' IIn r~2(n/:[ 
to be .formed. At stage a we deal with sequences ~~(n), ~~(n) E vlPta 

(which are guessed by the diamond). We require {n : Xa~n) E r~!"'(n)} E:[ 

where Ca E {I,2} is a label, and another very important requirement is 
that for any sequence (An : n < w) E vlPta with 4n ~ r~~", (n) and 

14nl/llr~!"'(n)11 small eno~gh, the set {n : fa(n) f/. 4n} E :[. -(This sort 
of condition is an analog of the notion of a r-big type in [Sh 107].) It 
will be used in combination with clause (ii) in the definition of sufficient 
randomness. 

The name :[ is built by carefully amalgamating a large set of approxi
mations to the final object, using the combinatorial principle ON2' which 
follows from the cardinal arithmetic [Gregory]; this method, which was 
illustrated in [Sh 107], is based on the theorem from [ShHL 162]. (The 
comparatively'elaborate tree construction of [ShHL 162] can be simplified 
in the presence of 0; it is designed to work when N2 is replaced by a limit 
cardinal and 0 is weakened to the principle DlA.) In what follows, the con
nection with [ShHL 162] is left somewhat vague; the details will be found 
in §A3 of the Appendix. In particular, in §A3.5 we show how the present 
A'P fits the framework of §A3.1-3. 

4.7 A notion of smallness 

If F is a filter on w, k E ww, c E {I,2}, then a sequence (An: n < w) 
of subsets of the r~(n) (i.e. An ~ r~(n» is (F, k, c)-slow if there is some d 
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such that F-lim [IAnl! ( IWh(n) II . (log Ilfh(n) Il)d)] = O. Later on we will 

deal primarily with the case c = 1, to lighten the notation, and we will then 
write "(F, k)-slow" in place of "(F, k, 1)-slow". 

It should perhaps be emphasized that here (as opposed to §3) c is merely 
a label. 

4.8 Definition. We define the partially ordered set AP of approximations 
as follows. The intent is that the approximations should build the name of 
a suitable ultrafilter:[. Recall that the sequences (f~) (with c E {1, 2}) 
are fixed (4.5(i)). Also bear in mind that the ultrafilter must eventually 
"defeat" a potential isomorphism between two ultraproducts 11nf~'(n)!:[' 
1. An element q E AP is a quadruple (A,:[,e,!:) = (Aq,:[q,eq,!:q) where 

i. A ~ ~3 has cardinality ~I; e = (ca : a E A) with each Ca an element 
of {1, 2}; 

ii. :[ is a lP'rA-name of a nonprincipal ultrafilter on w, and if we set 
:[r(Ana) =: :[r{x: X is a lP'r(A n a)-name for a subset of 
w}, then :[r(A n a) is a lP'r(A n a)-name for all a; 

iii. !:= (l~a : a E A) with Isa a lP'r(A n a)-name of a function from w to 
w· , 

iv. For each a E A, and each lP'r(A n a)-name (4n : n < w); 
if If-Pr(Ana) "(4n)n<w is (:[ra, Isa, ca)-slow" then 

If-p "{n: ;ra(n) E ftCn) \An} E :p'. We write A = Aq, F = Fq, 
and so on, when necessary. 

2. We take q ~ q' if Aq ~ Aql and q'rAq = q. 

Some further comment is in order here. When we begin to check that 
:[ is indeed the name of an ultrafilter such that for any pair of sequences 
lsI (n), 1s2 (n), the ultraproducts 11 q. (n /:[ are nonisomorphic, we will no
tice that there is an automatic asymmetry because the sequences (f~) and 

(f;,) are s<;> different: on some set in:[ we will have If~'(n)1 > Ir~:'(n)15 
holding with {c, c*} = {1,2} in some order. The parameter Ca in an ap
proximation can be viewed as a guess as to the direction in which this 
asymmetry goes (after adding Cohen reals); the notion of an approxima
tion includes a clause (iv) designed to be useful when Isa coincides with a 
particular Isc in the context just described. 

On the other hand, we could first use <> to guess Ca, Is~a, and many 
other things; in this case we do not actually need to include these kinds of 
data in the approximations themselves, though it would still be necessary 
to mention them in clause (iv). Alternatively, the set AP could also be 
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used as a forcing notion, without <>, and in this case the c and Is would 
have to be included. So the version given here is the most flexible one. 

4.9 Claim (Amalgamation) 
1. Suppose tha.t qo, qb q2 E AP, Aql S; 8, Aq2 = AqO u {8}, and qo ::; 

qbq2. Then we can Hnd r ~ ql,q2 in AP. 
2. If q1,q2 E AP, a < Na, domq1 S; a, and q2ra ::; ql, then there is 

r ~ Q1,Q2 in AP. 

Proof 1: Let A = Aq;, J! =:['1" A = A1 U {8},c = c~2 and Is = 1s~2. 
In particular ~ S; :[1, :[2, and we have to combine them into one ultrafilter 
:[ in V PtA• The point is to preserve 4.8(iv), that is to ensure that IPrA 
forces the relevant family of sets (namely, :[1,:[2, and sets imposed on us 
by 4.8(iv» to have the finite intersection property. 

If P E IP r A forces the contrary, then after extending P suitably we may 
suppose that there is a (IPrAd-name g of a member of:[1, a (IPrA2)-name 
f! of a member of :[2, and - since A1 = An 8 - a (IPrA1)-name (4n : 
n < w) forced by P to be (:[1, Is, c)-slow (as in (iv) of 4.8) so that letting 
f = {n < w : ~6(n) E r~:(n) \ 4n} we have: 

P II-PtA "gn f!n f = 0". 

(Le. we used the fact that there are three kinds of requirements of the form 
"a set belongs to F " , each kind is closed under finite intersections). 

Let Pi = pfA for i = 0,1,2. To clarify the matter choose H'l S; IPfAa 
generic over V so that Po E H'l. Note that Is is a (lPfAa)-name (4.8(iii». 

In V[HOj, for each n < w let 

.?n[HOj = {v E r~(n)[HOj : 

For some p~ E IPfA2 with p~ ~ P2 and p~ fAa E HO, 

p~ II-PtA2 "~6(n) = v and n E f!"}. 

Then (Qn : n < w) is not (~f8,Is,c)-slow, since (Qn : n < w) is a IPfAa
name, Q2 E AP, and P2 II- "For n E f!, ~6(n) E .?n" (and (iv) of 4.8(1». 

Also in V[HOj, let f!+[HOj = {n: for every p~ E H'l, p~ UP2}f-"n ¢ f!"}. As 
Q2 E AP, we have f!+ E ~[HOj. For each n E f!+[H6jlet 

4~,[HOj =: {v E r~(n)[HOj: For no p~ ~ P1 in IPfA1 with p~ fAa E H'l, 

p~ II-PtAl "n E g and v ¢ 4n."} 

Let 4~[HOj = 0 if n ¢ f!+. 
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Easily (4~ : n < w) is .co-slow. Hence in V[HO] the sequence Wn \ 4~ : 
n < w) is not (.co [HO])-slow. We can compute the values of I}n and 4~ in 
V[HO]. So we can find n E ~+[HO] with I}n \4~ =1= 0, and choose v E I}n \4~. 
Then there are p~ E IP'fAI /Ho, p~ ? PI' and p~ E IP'fA2/Ho, with p~ ? P2' 
so that: 

p~ II- "n E Q, and v (j. 4n ". 

PilI- "n E b and x (n) = v" 2 __6 

Now P ~ p~ U p~ E IP'fA and p~ U p~ forces "n E Q, n ~ n (;)' (over HO), 
contradicting the choice of p. This completes the proof of 4.9 (1). 

2: Let [(Aq2 \ a) U{sup Aq2}] = {8i : i ~ 'Y} in increasing order. Define 
inductively ri E AP, increasing in i, with q2 f(A n 8i ) ~ ri, dom ri ~ 8i , 
ro = ql; then let r = r'Y' 

At successor stages i = j + 1 we apply 4.9 (1) to q21(Aq2 n 8j ), rj, 
q21[Aq2 n (8j + 1)]. 

If i is a limit of uncountable cofinality, we just take unions: 

ATi = U AT,; Fi = U F'; gTi = U gT,; ~Ti = U ~T,; 
~<i ~<i ~<i ~<i 

while if i is a limit of cofinality No, we have actually to extend U~<i :ET , 

to a IP'fAT i-name of an ultrafilter in VlPrKi. However, in VlPrKi , U~<iF' 
is interpreted as a filter including all cofinite subsets of w, hence can be 
completed to an ultrafilter. 0 

4.10 Claim 

1. If qi (i < 8) is an increasing sequence of members of AP, with 
8 < N2, then for some q E AP, q? qi for all i < 8. 

2. Itql,q2 E AP, a < N3, q21a ~ ql, anddomqlndomq2 = domqlna, 
then there is r ? ql, q2 in AP. 

Proof. 1: We may suppose 8 = No or NI . Let A =: Ui Aqi be enumerated 
in increaSing order as {aj : j < 'Y} for the appropriate 'Y, and set a'Y = 
sup A. We define an increasing sequence of members r j of AP for j ~ 'Y 
by induction on j so that: 

qifaj ~ rj for all i < 8. 

In all cases we proceed as in the proof of Claim 4.9. The only difference 
is that we deal with several qi, but as they are linearly ordered there is no 
difficulty. 
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2: This is proved similarly to part (1): let 'Y = sup(domql U domq2). 
Choose by induction on (3 E (dom ql U dom q2 U {'Y} ) \ a an upper bound r {3 

of qd (3 and q2 r (3, increasing with (3, with dom r {3 = (3 n (dom ql U dom q2). 
The successor step is by 4.9(i). The limit is easy too. Note: if dom qd E has 
only finitely many classes, when (31 E (32 iff AyEdomQ2 b < (31 {:} 'Y < f32], 
then 4.9(ii) suffices. 0 

4.11 Proof of Theorem 4.1: The construction. We define an increasing se
quence GO< S;;; {q E AP : Aq S;;; a} of N2-directed sets increasing in a, and 
a set of at most N2 "commitments" which GO< will meet. In particular we 
require that 'rI(3 < a 3q E GO< ((3 E Aq), and at each stage a we may make 
new commitments to "enter some collection of dense sets" - in set theoretic 
terminology - or equivalently, to "omit some type" - in model theoretic 
terms. We make use of O{6<l'ta:cof6=1't2} to choose the commitments. The 
combinatorics involved in meeting the commitments are treated in [ShLH 
162], and are reviewed in §A3 of the Appendix. Our summary of the con
struction in the present section will be less formal. 

At a stage 6 < Na with cof 6 = N2, we will "guess" lP'-names ~~,~~,..f6' 
a condition p6 E lP'r6 and a parameter e{j E {1,2}, explained in connection 
with (4) below, and attempt to "kill" the possibility that p6 forces: 

"..f (j : TIn r~Hn) ~ TIn r~~(n) induces a map which can be extended 
to an isomorphism: 

(Here we have taken e{j = 1; otherwise the roles of 1 and 2 in this - and in 
all that follows .-- must be reversed.) 

We will refer to the genericity game of [ShHL 162], as described in §A3 of 
the Appendix. In that game the Ghibellines can accomplish the following. 
For 6 < Na, they determine a set of compatible approximations G{j which 
together will determine an ultrafilter Ff6 on w in VlP't{j (specifically, GO< is 
a subset of {r E AP: Domr S;;; a} which is directed, increasing in a). The 
Guelfs set them tasks which ensure that the ultrafilter F which is gradually 
built up by the Ghibellines has all the desired properties. . 

Let Fo be a fixed nonprincipal ultrafilter on w, in the ground model and 
without loss of generality there is q EGo with F q = Fo. For 6 < Na of 
cofinality N2 , let q'6 be an approximation ({6}, .e{j, (e{j), (~?)), where ~ is 
the lP'f{6}-name of some ultrafilter on w extending Fo such that 

(1) {n: q;{j(n) E r~:6(n)} E ~; 
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(2) {n: fo(n) ~ An} E:[o for any (.ro,~~6,co)-slow sequence (An) in 
the universe V 

The Ghibellines will be required (by the Guelfs) to put q6 in G0+1. The 
Ghibellines are also obliged to make commitments of the following form, 
which should then be respected throughout the rest of the construction. 
(These commitments involve a parameter 0: > 0" to be controlled by the 
Ghibellines as the play progresses: of course these commitments have to 
satisfy density requirements.) 

For every 0: > 8, every q E GOl with 8 E dom q, 

every k~-e6(n) (really a (lP'f8)-name) 

and every (lP'fAO)-name ~ 

of a member of TIn r~~(~) : 

if (q,~) ~ (q*, ~*) over 0" + 1, then there will be some r in GOl , 
some 

pi E lP'fAT, and some lP'f(AT n 8)-name f of a member of 

TInr~~6(n)' 
with r 2:: q, pi 2:: po, .fo(f) is a lP'f(AT n 8)-name, and: 

(t) 
pi Ihl'fAr "{n: r~hn) F R(f(n),fo(n)) {::=} 

r~!~:6(n) F -,R(.fo(f)(n),~(n))} E Y" 

There is such a commitment for each q*, ~* with q6 ::::: q* E AP, q* fO" E 

GO, and ~* a (lP'fAq*)-name of a member of TInr~~(nr So apparently we 
are making ~3 commitments, which is not feasible, but as we are using 
isomorphism types this amounts to only 2~1 = ~2 commitments, and this 
is feasible. This is formalized in §A3.6 in the Appendix. 

These commitments can only be met when the corresponding set of 
approximations is dense, but on the other hand we have a stationary set 
8 of opportunities to meet such a commitment, and we will show that for 
any candidate .f for an isomorphism, either we kill it off as outlined above 
(by making it obvious that .f(fo) cannot be defined), or else - after failing 
to do this on a stationary set - that .f must be quite special (somewhat 
definable) and hence even more easily dealt with, as will be seen in detail 
in the next few sections. 

After we have obtained GOl for all 0:, we will let :[Ol be U{:[q : q E GOl} 
(that is, the appropriate (lP'fo:)-name of a uniform ultrafilter on w). Letting 
G =: G~3 =: UOl GOl, also :[ = :[~3 is defined. 
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4.12 Proof of Theorem 4.1.· The heart of the matter. Now suppose toward 
a contradiction that after :E has been constructed in this way, there are 
lP'-names f, ~l, ~2, and a condition p E lP' such that: 

which induces an isomorphism of the corresponding ultraproducts with re
spect to :[" . 

Actually, we will want to assume in addition that p forces: 

(4) 

which could force us to increase p and to switch the roles of 1 and 2 in 
all that follows; this is why we have carried along a parameter e in our 
definition of AP. 

We will say that a set A <;;;; N3 is (f, ~l , ~2 , P )-closed if: 
i. ~1,~2 are (lP'fA)-names; ffA is a (lP'fA)-name; 

ii. p II-PtA: "ffA is a function from TIn ql(n) onto TIn r~2(n) 
which (interpreted in lP'fA) induces an isomorphism from 

TIn r~l(n/(:EfA) onto TIn r~2(n/(:EfA)". 
iii. p II-PtA: "{n: Ilr~l(n)11 > Ilr~2(n)lI} E :EfA." 

Properly speaking, the only actual closure condition here is clause (ii). Note 
that the condition in (iii) can be strengthened to: 

by the choice of the sequences (r~) (i = 1,2). 
Let C be {8 < N3 : cof (8) = N2, 0 is (f,?f1,?f2, p )-closed}. Clearly the 

set C is unbounded and is closed under N2-limits. By our construction, for 
a stationary subset Be of C we may suppose that for 8 E Be: fo = ffo, 
pO = p, efj = 1, ~fj = ~l, and that 8 was (f,~1,~2,p)-closed. So q'6 E GHl, 
and we can find q E G such that ~ =: f(ffj) is a (lP'fAq)-name, 0 E Aq. 

At stage 0 in the construction, the Ghibellines had tried to make the 
commitment (*)~.,z., with (q*,~*) = (q,~). They later failed to meet this 
commitment, since -otherwise there would be some r 2:: q in G, some p' 2:: p 
in lP'fAr, and some [lP'f(Ar n o)]-name of a member f of ql(n)' for which 
(t) holds: 

p'll-ptAr "{n: [rk1 F R(f(n),ffj(n)) {:=:? 
8 

rk2 F --,R(ffj(f)(n),~(n))]} E :P". 
8 
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and ~ is .f(:£o). But p forced .f to induce an isomorphism, so we have a 
contradiction. 

The failure to make the commitment (* )~,~, implies a failure of density, 
which means that for some (q', l) ~ (q,~) over 0 + 1 - and hence also for 
(q,~) - taking qo = qro, we will have: 

(i) 0 is (.f,~1,~2,p)-closed. 
(ii) p E lP'rAqO, 0 E Aq, €q = 1, ~~ = ~l,.fo = .fro; 
(iii) ~ is a (lP'rAq)-name for a member of fIn r%~(n); 
(iv) For all r ;::: q in AP such that rrO E GO, and :£ a (lP'rArtO)-name, 

with 1/. =: .f(:£) a (lP'rArtO)-name, we have: 

(*)'E,l! p II- "The set {n: r~l(n) 1= R(:£(n),:£o(n)) iff 

q2(n) 1= R(1/.(n) , ~(n))} is in :C". 
(Note: another possibility of failure, q fj. GOl, is ruled out by the choice 
of q). 

Now we analyze the meaning of (* )'E,y' Consider the following property 
of (lP'io)-names :£,y for a fixed choice of 8 E C, q E AP with 0 E Aq, and ~ 
a (lP'iAq)-name. -

(**)x,y For all r ;::: q in AP such that rrb E GO and :£, y are (lP'iAriO)-
- - names, (* )'E,l! holds. -

We explore the meaning of this property when 1/. is not necessarily 
.f(:£). 

Clearly, 

(Ci<h) If:£ is a (lP'rb)-name, 1/. = .f(:£), then (**)'E'l!' 

To si:Q1plify the analysis, let H be generic for lP'io. Let :£ be a lP'io-name 
of a real, A ~ O. We say :£ is unrestricted for (H, A, ~1) if: 

There is no (.fi A, e)-slow sequence Wn)n<w in V[H r A] such that: 

{n: :£(n) E r~l(n) \.?n} == 0 mod.f°[H]. 

Observe that if sup A < 'Y < 0 and ~7 = ~1 , then the Cohen real :£7 is 
forced (in lP'ib) to be unrestricted for (H, A, ~1). 

4.12A Claim. If:£1,:£2 are (lP'rb)-names of functions in fIn r~l(n)' 1/. is 

a (lP'ib)-name of a member of fIn q2(n)' and both pairs (:£1, 1/.) and (:£2, 1/.) 
satisfy the condition (**) above, then: 

(Clm) 
p II-pto ":£1 = :£2 mod.fi8[H] or both are restricted for (H, AqO, ~1)." 
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We will give the proof of this, which contains one of the main combi
natorial points, in paragraph 4.13. For the present we continue with the 
proof of the theorem. We first record a consequence of the claim. 

(02) If:f, 1i are (lP'f8)-names with :f forced by 

lP'i8 to be unrestricted for (H,AqO,~I), and the pair (:f,'!l) 

satisfies (**):P'1!' then p 1f-lI'r6 ".f(:f) = '!l mod :[6" 

Indeed, if H ~ lP'f8 is generic over V, and .f(:f)[H] = '!l1[H] f. '!l[H] mod 
:[6, then since.f is onto (in V[H], as 8 is (.f,~I,~2,p)-closed), there is a 
(lP'f8)-name:f' with .f(:f')[H] = y[H], so :f'[H] f. :f[H] mod :[6. Now:f,:f',y 
contradict (elm). Thus (.f) holds. As (01) + (02) holds for stationarily 
many 8's, it holds for 8 = ~3 (in the natural interpretation). 

In what follows, we use the statements (01) + (02) as a kind of "defin
ability" condition on .f; but we deal with the current concrete case, rather 
than seeking an abstract formulation of the situation. 

Let S = b E Se : .f(:f, .. ) is (forced by p to be equal to) a [lP'ib + 1)]
name }. We claim that S is stationary. Let G' ~ ~3 be closed unbounded, 
and let 8 E Se be taken with G' n Se unbounded below 8. Let q E G be 
chosen so that .f(:f6) is a (lP'fAq)-name, let qo = qf8, and 'Yo = sup Aqo. 
It suffices to check that for 'Yo < 'Y < 8 with 'Y ESe, we have 'Y E S. 
So let Tl E G6 be chosen so that '!l1 =: .f(:f,) is a (IP'rATl )-name. It 
suffices to show that 1il is (forced by p to be equal to) a (1P'IlATl n b + 1)])
name. Otherwise, by a density requirement (Appendix, §A3) we can find 
a 1-1 order preserving function h with domain AT1, h is the identity on 
ATl n b + 1), h(min(ATl \b + 1))) > sup AT1, with T2 =: h(rl) in GO. Let 

'!l2 = h('!lI)· T~en (** h-y,1!; holds for i = 1,2, so p 1f-lI'r6 "'!l1 = '!l2 mod:[o", 
but by 4.14 below we can ensure that this is not the case (by making 
additional commitments, cf. §A3). 

Now for,), E S let q, E G,+1 be chosen so that ~, = .f(:f,) is a (lP'fAq-y)
name, and let 1; = sup(Aq-y n')'). By Fodor's lemma we can shrink S so that 
i' and Ao = Aq-y n i' and q, fi' are constant for,), E S. Now choose 81 < 82 
in S, and let qi = qo;, Ai = Aq; for i = 1,2, so Al = Aql = Ao U {81}, 

A2 = Aq2 = Ao U {82}; also let A =: Al uA2; we now let qdi' be called qo. 
Let F = :[q;, and set 
(4) 
4 =: {n: r~l(n) F= R(:f61 (n), :fo2(n)) ~ r~2(n) F= --'R(~Ol (n), f62(n))}. 

We want to find rEAP with AT = A so that r ;::::: ql,q2, and p If
"4 E r"· This will then mean that .f could have been "killed", after all, 
and will complete the argument. 
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Suppose this is not possible, and thus as in 4.9 (1) for some p' 2: p in 
lP'f A, if p~ = p' fAi for i = 0,1,2, we have: 

a (lP'fAl)-name g of a member of .fl; 
a (lP'fA2)-name Q of a member of .f2; and 
a lP'-name Q =: {n : f02(n) E ql(n)\4n} associated with a (lP'fAl)

name (4n)n<w of an ('El, lsI )-slow sequence; with 
p/lhl'tA "g n Q n Q n 4 = 0" 

We shall get a contradiction. Let H O <;;;; lP'fAo be generic over V. 
We define for every n the following (lP'fAO)-names: 

cl!n~[Fl] = ((u,v) E r~l(n) x r~2(n) : 

For some p~ E lP' f Al with p~ 2: p~ and p~ fAnE HO , 

p~ 1f-]P'tAdHo "[?Ol (n) = u, u ¢. 4n, nEg and ?lh (n) = v]"} 

Cl!n;[HO] = {(u,v) E r~l(n) x rk2(n) : 

For some p~ E lP'fA2 with p~ 2: p~ and p~iAo E HO, 

p~ 1f-ll'tA2/Ho "[?02(n) = u, n E Q and ?02(n) = v]"} 

and for i = 1,2 and u E r~l(n) we let 

4~ =: {u: (3v)(u,v) E cl!n~} 

Now in V[H°], (4~: n < w) is not (~,lsl)-slow, and thus the set: 

belongs to .co[H]. Choose any such n, and by finite combinatorics we shall 
derive a contradiction. Remember that we have assumed without loss of 
generality that Ilql(n)11 > Ilq2(n)11 5 for a large set of n modulo .fiAo, 

so wlog our n satisfies this, too. Let gi : 4~ ----4 r~2(n) be such that 
i II 2 I 2 gi(V) E Cl!nn(v). Now I range(gi) I ~ r~2(n) I, so there are bl ,b2 E r~2(n) 

such that for i = 1,2: 
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Now by 4.4(ii) we find ai, a~ E g-l(bi) for i = 1,2 with r~l(n) 1== R(al, a2) 

and--,R(ai,a~). Aseitherr~l(n) I==R(b1,b2)orql(n) I==--,R(b1,b2 ),wecan 
show that it is not forced by p' that n f/. g n Q n ~ n 4, a contradiction. 0 

4.13 Proof of the Claim 4.12A from 4.12. We first recall the situation. We 
had: 

(i) 8 is ( .. €,,~1,~2,p)-cl08ed; qo = qj8; 
(ii) p E lP'jAqO, 8 E Aq, E:q = 1, ~~ = ~l, £Ii = £j8; 

(iii) ~ is a (lP'fAq)-name for a real; 
(iv) For all r ~ q in AP such that d8 E ali, and q; a (lP'IArfli)-name, 

with y =: £(q;) a (lP'jArfli)-name, we have: 

(*)'§,; p II-- "The set {n : r~l(n) 1== R(q;(n),q;Ii(n)) iff r%2(n) 1== 

R(l1(n), ~(n))} 
is in J?" . 

We defined the property (** )'§'1! as follows: 

(**)x,yFor all r ~ q in AP such that rj8 E ali and q;, yare 
- - (lP' I ArfO)-names, (* )'§,'!! holds. -

Claim .. If q;1, q;2 are (lP'f8)-names of functions in ITn ql(n)' ¥ is a (lP'18)

name of a member of ITn q2(n)' and both pairs (q;1, ¥) and (q;2, 11) satisfy 
the condition (** )'§,y above, then: 

p II--Pfo "q;1 = q;2 ~od.f18[Hl or both are restricted for (H, AqO, ~1)." 

Proof. Suppose that p :S :P E lP'r8 and:p forces the contrary; so without loss 
of generality 

(5) 

(6) :p II-- "q;1 is unrestricted for (H, AqO, ~1 )." 

Choose any q1 ~ qo with q1 E ao so that q;1,q;2,y are lP'IAql-names. Now 
we will construct r ~ Q1,ql(8 + 1), with r in AP-and Ar = Aql U {8}, so 
that: 

By 4.9(2) we can also find r' ~ r, q, and then (7) contradicts (** )'§l,y & 
(**)'§2,y. Thus to complete the proof of our claim, it suffices to find r. -

This is the sort of problem considered in 4.9(1), with an additional 
set required to be in .c1(Aql U {8}). The Qo, Q1 under consideration here 
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correspond to the qo, ql of 4.9(1), and we let q2 be qf(8 + 1). Following 
the notation of 4.9(1), set 12 = :f'li, ~ = Aq; for i = 0,1,2, and A = 
Al U {8} = Al U A2. We need to find r ~ q},q2 as in 4.9(1), with (7) 
holding. 

Suppose on the contrary that p ~ p' E IP' fA and p' forces "There is 
no :f as required". Then extending p', we may suppose that we have a 
IP'fAl-name g for a member of :fl, a IP'fA2-name Q for a member of :f2, 
a IP'fAl-name for an (:fl, ll/)-slow sequence (4n) (associated with a power 
d < w - cf. 4.7), such that setting: 

we have: 
P'lI-PtA "g n Q n g n rJ = 0" 

Let p~ = p/fAi for i = 0,1,2, and take HO S;; IP'fAo generic over V. 
Without loss of generality, for some natural number d: 

'p~ II- "n E g ===} :fl(n) =/:. :f2(n) and 

14n l ~ IIql(n) II . (log IIr~l(n) IDd (and 4n S;; r~l(n»)'" 

We are interested in .{1n[HO]=: 

{v E r~l(n) : 

for some p~ ~ p~ with p~fAo E HO, p~ Il-lP'tA2:"n E Q and :fo(n) = v"} 

(which is a (lP'fAo)-name). Clearly the sequence (.{1n) is not (:fl,~l)-slow 
in V[sO]. 

For each n let us also consider the set ¥ n [HO] =: 

{(A, VI, V2) : A U {VI, V2} S;; r~l(n)' VI =/:. V2, 

and for some pt with pt ~ p~, pt f Ao E HO, 

"11-" E A -A 1()_ 2()_"} PI n g, _ n - , :f n - V}, :f n - V2· 

(8) 
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As fa is unrestricted over Ao in V[H°], for the .en-majority of n we 
have: 

(9) 

Now (by (6)), also for the .en majority of n we have: 

(10) On =: {VI E ql(n) : There are A,V2 so that (A,VI,V2) E ¥n} 

has at least Ilr~l:n)1I members 

Now it will suffice to find n, V E lln and (A,VI,V2) E ¥n so that 

(11) 

as we can then choose p~ E IP'fAI, p~ E IP'fA2 with p~' ~ p~, p~'fAo E HO for 
i = 1,2, so that: 

P" If- "n E a A = A xl(n) = VI x2(n) = V2'" p" If- "n E b and x (n) = V" 1 _, _n , _ , _ , 2 __6 

and hence p~ U p~ If- "n E g n Q n {; n q/' , a contradiction. 
So it remains to find n, V and (A, VI, V2). For n sufficiently large satisfy

ing (8-10), we can choose triples ti = (Ai, vi, V~) E ¥ n for i < 5 log IIql(n) II 

with all vertices vi distinct from each other and from all v~. By the pseu
dorandomness of r~l(n) (more specifically 4.4(iii)), the set 

8 = {v E r~l(n) : For no i < 5 log 1!r~l(n)1I do we have R(vi, v) ~ 
-'R(v~, v)} 

has size at most 5 log IIr~l(n)lI. So if 8' =: 8 U U{Ai : i < 5 log IIql(n)II}, 

then we will have: 18'1 ~ IIr~l(n)II(log IIr~1(n)lI)d+2, so there is v E lln \ 
8'. Since v ~ 8', for some i (11) will hold with (A, VI, V2) = (Ai, vi, V~). 0 

The last detail 

The following was used in the proof of 4.12 (after 3.12A slightly before 
(4))· 

Claim. Assume q2 f f3 ::::; ql, A ql ~ f3. Let qo = q2 f f3, and write Ai for A qi , 

A = Al U A 2 , and:P for :Pi. Let p E IP'fA and Pi = pf~. Then we 
can find r with AT = A and r ~ ql,q2, so that for any (IP'r~)-names 1!.i 
(i = 1,2) of members of TIn r~2(n) if: 
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for (i = 1,2) and for all (:lP'fAo)-names 1J.', then we have: 

mode" 

Hence p II-PtA "if 1J.i #- 1J.'mode for i = 1,2 and 1J.' a (lP'fAo)-name 
then 1J.I #- 1J.2 mode"· 

Proof. We use induction construction. Much as in the proof of 4.9, we must 
deal primarily with the case in which Aq2 = Aqo u {,8}. Suppose toward 
a contradiction that P ::5 p' E lP'fA, and with p~ = p'fA for i = 0,1,2 we 
have: 

i. a (lP'fAd-name g of a member of :{l; 
ii. a (lP'fA2)-name ~ of a member of :{2j 
iii. a (lP'fA)-name g = {n : ~.8(n) E r~2(n) \4n} associated with a 

(lP'fAI)-name (4n )n<w of a (.fl, ~l)-slow sequence; and 
iv. a (lP'fA)-name 4 = nf.,,1 4;, for a finite intersection of sets of the 

form 43, =: {n : y~(n) #- y~(n)}, with each yi. a lP'fA-name of a 
-3 -3 -3 

member of I1n r~2(n)' such that for each i = 1,2 and j = 1, ... ,N: 

Pi II- "1J.~ #- 1J.' mode for any (lP'fAo)-name 1J.' of a member 

of I1nr~2(n)"" 

and that P' II- "g n ~ n g n 4 = 0". Let HO be generic over V, Po E HO, 
and let us define in V[sO]: 

and there is p~ E lP'fAll p~ ~ PI' p~fAo E sO, and 

p~ II-PtAl "4n = A, 1J.~(n) = Ul, ••• '1J.~(n) = UN, and nEg".} 

p~ E lP'fA2' p' ~ P2' p~ fAo E HO and 

P; II-PtA2 "~.8(n) = Vo, 1J.~(n) = VI ••• '1J.~(n) = VN and n E ~"} 

Without loss of generality, for some d, 

PIlI-: "For nEg, 14nl::5 IIr~2(n) II . (log IIr~2(n) IDd ." 
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Thus: 

By the assumption on ~i, ... ,~~, 

{n: there is (A,ul, ... ,UN) E ~~, Ulfi:.·. ,UN tt <Tn } E;:O. 

Hence without loss of generality: 

For nEg" there are (A, U{, ... ,U~) E ~;., for j ::::; N + 1, with 

(3) The sets {u{, . .. ,u~} (for j ::::; N + 1) pairwise disjoint. 

As q2 E AP, 

(4) If (Qn : n < w) E V[HOj is (;:0, l!;)-slow then 

{n: There is (VO,Vl, ... ,VN) E ~~ with Vo tt Qn} E;:O 

Let g,+ =: {n : ~;. i= 0, ~~ i= 0, moreover, ~;. satisfies (3)} (a lP'fAo
name of a member of .PJ). So for n E g,+, there are (N + I)-tuples 
(An,j,u~,j, ... ,u1;/) for j ::::; N + 1 with the sets {u~,j, ... ,u~j} pair
wise disjoint. Let Qn = Uj~NAn,j for n E g+, Qn = 0 for n tt g+. 

So (Qn)n<w E V [HOj is (;:0, e)-slow, hence for some n E g+, there is 
(vo, Vl, •. · ,VN)' E ~~, with Vo tt Qn. Now for some j ::::; N + 1 we have 
I\~l Vi i= u~,j. Choose p~ E lP'fA2' p~ ~ P2, with p~fAo E HO and p~ If

"n E Q, ff3(n) = vo,l\~l~~(n) = vi". Choose p~ E lP'fAl, p~ ~ Pl' 
with p~ fAa E sO and p~ If- "n E g, ..1n = An,j, and for all i = 1, ... ,N 
Yl (n) = un,j." Now P' Up' If- "n E an b n c n d}' a contradiction. 
_l l 1 2 - - - -, 

This finishes the case A2 = Al U {B}. The general case follows as in 
4.9(2). At successors we apply the case just treated. Limits of uncountable 
cofinality are handled by taking unions. At limits of cofinality w we have 
to repeat the first argument with some variations; we do not have to worry 
about £, so the fact that there are several ffJ involved is not a problem. 
The problem in this case is of course to extend the union of the ultrafilters 
constructed so far to an ultrafilter in a slightly larger model of set theory, 
while retaining the main property for new names Y~. 0 -, 
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ApPENDIX. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 

AI. Proper and a-proper forcing 

ALl Proper forcing 

Let P = (P,:::;) be a partially ordered set. A cardinal ,X is P-large if 
the power set of P is in VA (the universe of all sets of rank less than 'x). 
With P fixed and ,x P-Iarge, let V>. be the structure (VA; E, P, :::;). 

1. For M ~ VA and PEP, P is M-generic iff for each name of an ordinal 
g with gEM, P II- "g E M". 

2. P is proper iff for all P-Iarge ,x and all countable elementary substruc
tures M of v.~ with P E M, each p E M has an M-generic extension 
inP. 

AI.2 Axiom A 

P satisfies Axiom A if there is a collection :::;n (n = 1,2, ... ) of partial 
orderings on the set P with :::;1 coinciding with the given ordering :::;, and 
:::;n+! finer than :::;n for each n, satisfying the following two conditions: 

1. If P1 :::;1 P2 :::;2:::; P3 :::;3 .•. then there is some pEP with Pn :::;n P 
for all n; 

2. For all PEP, any name g of an ordinal, and any n, there is a 
condition q E P with p :::;n q, and a countable set B of ordinals, 
such that q II- g E B. 

The forcings used in §§2,3 were seen to satisfy Axiom A, and the fol
lowing known result was then applied. 

AI.3 Proposition. IfP satisfies Axiom A then P is proper. 

Proof. Given a countable M ~ VA and pEP n M, let gn be a list of all 
ordinal n~es in M, and use clause (2) of Axiom A to find qn, Bn E M 
with qn E P, Bn countable. P :::;1 q1 :::;2 q2 :::; ... and qn II- "gn E Bn. Then 
use clause (1) to find q ~ all qn; this q will be M-generic. 0 

AI.4 Countable support iteration 

Our notation for iterated forcing is as follows. ~o is the name of the 
a-th forcing in the iteration, and Po is the iteration up to stage a. The 
sequence Po is called the iteration, and the ~o are called the factors. It is 
assumed that ~o is a Po-name for a partially ordered set with minimum 
element 0, and that Po+! is Po * ~o. 

In general it is necessary to impose some further conditions at limit 
ordinals. We will be concerned exclusively with countable support iteration: 
at a limit ordinal a, P6 consists of a-sequences p such that pra E Po for 
a < a, and 11-1'", p(a) = 0 for all but countably many a < a. 
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A1.5 Proposition. Let 'Po< be a countable support iteration of length >. 
with factors go< such that for all a < >., 11-1'0 "go< is proper." Then 'PA is 
proper. 

See [Sh b, Sh f, or Jech] for the proof. 
In §§2,3 we need additional iteration theorems discussed in [Sh b] in 

the context of w-proper forcing. Improvements in [Sh 177] or [Sh f] make 
this unnecessary, but we include a discussion of the relevant terminology 
here. This makes our discussion compatible with the contents of [Sh b]. 

A1.6 a-Proper forcing 

Let a be a countable ordinal. Then 'P is a-proper iff for every 'P
large >., every continuous increasing a + I-sequence (Mi)i~o< of countable 
elementary substructures of VA with'P E M o, every pEP n Mo has an 
extension q E P which is Mi-generic for all i :5 a. 

Axiom A implies a-properness for a countable. For example we check 
w-properness. So we consider a condition P in Mo, where (Mi)i<W is a 
sequence of suitable countable models satisfying, among other things, Mi E 

Mi+1' There is an Mo-generic condition PI above p, and we can take PI E 

Mt, si~ce Ml -< VA' Similarly we can successively find Pn+1 E P n Mn+1 
with Pn+1 Mn-generic, and Pn :5n Pn+1' A final application of Axiom A 
yields q above all the Pn. 

Countable support iteration also preserves a-properness for each a [Sh 
b]. Furthermore it is proved in [Sh b, V4.3] that countable support iteration 
preserves the following conjunction of two properties: w-properness and 
ww-bounding. So [Sh b] contains most of the information needed in §§2,3, 
though we will need to add more concerning the iteration theorems below. 

A2. Iteration.theorems 

A2.1 Fine* covering models 

We recall the formalism introduced in [Sh b, Chap. VI] for proving 
iteration theorems. We consider collections of subtrees of w>w that cover 
Ww in the sense that every function in Ww represents a branch of one of the 
specified trees, and iterate forcings that do not destroy this property. Of 
course the precise formulation is considerably more restrictive. See discus
sion A2.6. 

Weak covering models 
A structure (D; R) consisting of a set D and a binary relation Ron D 

is called a weak covering model if: 

1. For x, tED, R(x, t) implies that t is a (nonempty) subtree of w>w, 
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with no terminal nodes (leaves); we denote the set of branches of t 
by Br(t). 

2. For every 'fJ E ww, and every x E dom R, there is some tED with 
R(x, t) and 'fJ E Br(T). In this case, we say: (D, R) covers Ww. 

(D; R) should be thought of as a suitable small fragment of a universe 
of sets, and R( x, t) is to be thought of intuitively as saying, in some manner, 
that the tree t has "size" at most x. In the next definition we introduce an 
ordering on the "sizes" and exploit more of our intutition, though certain 
intuitively natural axioms are omitted, as they are never needed in proofs. 

Fine* covering models 
A structure V = (D; R, <) is called a fine* covering model if (D; R) 

is a weak covering model, < is a partial order on dom R with no minimal 
element, and: 

(1) If x,y E domR with x < y, then there is Z E domR with x < Z < y 
(and D =i 0 and for every y ED there is x < y in D). 

(2) x < y & R(x, t)-implies R(y, t). 
(3) In any generic extension V* in which (D; R) is a weak covering 

model we have: 
(*) for x < y (from dom R) and tn E D with R(x, tn) for all 

n there is tED with R(y, t) holding and there are indices 
no < nl < . " such that: for all 'fJ E Ww: if 'fJ fni E Uj :5i tj 
for all i then 'fJ E Br(t). 

o if'fJ E ww, 'fJn E ww, 'fJnfn = 'fJfn for n < wand x E domR 
then for some t, R(x, t), 'f/ E Br(t) and for infinitely many 
n we have 'fJn E Br(t). 

In particular we require (*) and 0 to hold in the original universe V. Ob
serve also that in (3*) we have in particular to ~ t. 

Note that (3)+ below implies (3). 

(3)+ In any generic extension V* (of V) in which (D, R) is a weak 
covering model we have: 

(*)+ For x < y and tn ED with R(x, tn) for all n, there is tED with 
R(y, t) holding and there are indices 0 = no < nl < ... such that 
for all 'fJ E Ww if 'fJfni E Uj :5i tnj for all i, then 'fJ E Br(t); we let 
w={nO,nl, ... }. 

[Why (3)+ => (3)? assume (3)+, so let a generic extension V* of 
V in which (D, R) is a weak covering model be given, so in V*, (*)+ 
holds. First, for 0 of (3) let 'fJ, 'fJn, Y be given, let x < y; as "(D, R) is 
a weak covering model in V*" for each n < w there is tn E D such that 
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R(x, tn )&1Jn E Br(tn). Apply (*)+ to X, y, tn and get t which is as required 
there. Second, for (*) of (3), let x < y,tn(n < w) be given. Choose in
ductively y/,xn,x < Xn < y' < y, Xn < Xn+l (possible by condition (1». 
Choose by induction on n, kn , t~ such that: to = t*, R(xn, t~), t~ ~ t~+l 
and [v E tn+l&vtkn E t~ ::} v E t~+l]. For n = O-trivial, for n + 1 use 
(*)+ with (Xn, Xn+b t~, tn+b tn+b ... ) here standing for (x, y, to, tI, t2, . .. ) 
there, and we get t~+l' Wn (for t,w there), let kn = Min(wn \ {O}), easily 
t~ as required. Now apply (*)+ to (y/,y,to,ti, ... ) and get t,(ni: i < w}; 
thinning the ni's we finish]. 

A forcing notion P is said to be V-preserving if P forces: "V is a fine* 
covering model"; equivalently, P forces: "(D; R) covers ww." So this means 
that P does not add certain kinds of reals. 

In this terminology, we can state the following general iteration theo
rem ([Sh 177],[Sh-f]V1§I, §2): 

A2.2 Iteration theorem. Let V be a fine* covering model. Let (Po, ~p : 
O! ~ 6, f3 < 6) be a countable support iteration of proper forcing notions 
with each factor V-preserving. Then P6 is V-preserving. 

Proof We reproduce the proof given in [Sh b, pp. 199-202], with the mod
ifications suggested in [Sh 177]. We note that in the present exposition we 
have suppressed some of the terminology in [Sh b] and made other minor 
alterations. In particular our statement of the main theorem is slightly 
weaker than the one given in [Sh fl. We have also suppressed the discussion 
of variants of condition (3*) in the definition of fine* covering model, which 
occurs on pages 197-198 of [Sh b]; as a result we leave a little more to the 
reader. 

By [Sh b, V4.4], if 6 is of uncountable cofinality then there is no prob
lem, as all new reals are added at some earlier point. So we may suppose 
that cf 6 = No hence by associativity of CS iterations of proper forcing 
([Sh-b], III) without loss of generality 6 = w. 

We claim that If-pw "(D; R) covers ww." (Note that this suffices for the 
proof of the iteration theorem.) 

Fix x E domR, p E Pw, / a Pw-name with p If- "/ E ww." We need 
to find an extension p' of p M"d a tree tED with R(;, t) such that p' If

"/ E Br(t)." As in the proof that countable support iteration preserves 
p;operness, we may assume without loss of generality (after increasing p) 
that ten) is a Pn-name for all n. 

By induction on n we define conditions pn E Pn and Pm-names tm,n 
for m ~ n with the following properties: 

(1) If-Pi "p(i) ~ pn(i) ~ pn+l(i)" for i < n; 
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(2) If Gm ~ Pm is generic with m ~ n, then in V[Gml we have 
(pn(m), ... ,pn(n-1)) If-pn / p ", "[(n) = ~m,n'" This is easily donej 
for each n, we increase pn n times, once for each possible m. By 
(1) we have pin ~ pn ~ pn+1. 

We let f be the Pm-name for an element of Ww satisfying: f (n) = 
_ffi _m 

~m n for n 2 m, f (n) = fen) for n < m. Then we have: , _m_ 

(3) (0, ... ,O,pn(m)) If-p"'+l "[m in = [m+lin" 
(4) If-Pn "fin = fin." _ _n 

Choose Xl < X' < X and then inductively Xl < X2 < ... with all 
Xn < x', and choose a countable N -< VA (with >.. P-large) such that all 
the data (xn)n<w, (Pn, Qn)n<w, [, (pn)n<w' (~m,n)m~n<w lie in N. We 
will define conditions qn E Pn and trees tn ED (not names!) by induction 
on n with qn+lin = qn (hence we may write: qn = (qO,ql, ... ,qn-l)) and 
tn ~ tn+l' satisfying the following conditions: 

(A) pin ~ qnj 
(B) qn is (N, Pn)-genericj 

(C) qn If- "[n E Br(tn)"; 

(D) R(x3n' tn); 
(E) For m < n < w we have qm If-p", "qm and pn(m) are compatible in 

!l?m"· 
Suppose we succeed in this endeavour. Then we can let q = Un qn. 

By condition (2) in A2.1 for every n < w R(x I, tn) (as X3n < X l Let 
(ni : i < w) be a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers and t be 
as guaranteed by (*) of condition (3) of A2.1 (for (tn : n < w),x',x) so 
R(x, t) and: if 1]ini ~ Uj~i tj for each i < w then 1] E t. Let g(i) =: ni' 

By (E) above there are conditions q:.r, with qm If-p", "q:.r, E !l?m' q:.r, 2 
qm,pg(m)(m)." Let q' = (qb,q~, ... ). Then q' 2 q 2 p and for m ~ n ~ 
gem) we will have (if we succeed in defining qn, tn) q'in If-Pn "fin = fin", 

- -m 
hence: 

Now we have finished proving the existence of p', t (see before (1)) as re
quired: q' If- "[ E Br (t)", as t includes the tree: {1] E w>w: For all 
i, 1]ini E Uj~i tj}; and R(x, t) holds. Hence we have finished proving 
If-pw "(D; R) covers w w". So it suffices to carry out the induction. 

There is no problem for n = ° or 1. Assume that qn and tn are defined. 
Let Gn ~ Pn be generic with qn E Gn. Then f 1 becomes a Q [Gnl-name _n+ _n 
In+l = [n+1/Gn for a member of Ww. As Pn+1 preserves (D, R), for every 
r E !l?n [Gn] and every y E dom R there is a condition r' 2 r in !l?n [Gn] such 
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that 

(*) r' If- ''In+l E Br(t')" for some t' E D with R(y, t'). 

For each m < w, applying this to r =: pm(n), y = X3n we get r' = r~, t' = 

t~+1; we could have guaranteed t~+1 ~ t~+2' Now choose by induction 
on I < w, r;;',l E Qn[Gnl such that: r~,o = r~, r;;',l ::; r;;',I+1' r;;',I+1 forces 

a value to In+l II. SO for some 17~ E Ww[Gn], r;;',l 1f-"ln+1 II = 17~ Ii". Note 
17~lm = fnlm. Without loss of generality, (r~,t~,r;;',£,17~ : n,m,i < w) 
belongs to N. Applying (3®) from A2.1 (to 17 = f [Gn ], 17m = 17~) we _n 

can find T~ E D n N[Gnl = D n N such that R(X3n, T~), f E Br(T~) 
-n 

and 17~ E Br(TD for infinitely many m < w. Applying (3*) from A2.1 
(to T~,t'i,t~, ... and X3n,X3n+1) we obtain a tree T~I. Returning to V, 
we have a Pn-name T for such a tree. For s E Pn , if s If- "T = T" for 
some tree T in V, let T( s) be this tree. Let U be the open dense subset of 
s E Pn for which T(s) is defined. Some such function TO belongs to N, 
and U E N. If qn is in the generic set Gn, then some s E Un N is in Gn, 
by condition (2). Let un N = {Si : i < w}. Applying (3*) there is a tree 
tn+1 satisfying: 

(a) R(X3n+3, tn+1)' 
(b) tn ~ tn+1' 
(c) for every T E (Rang R) nN such that R(X3n+2, T) for some kT < w 

we have: 
vET & v I kT E tn =? v E tn+1 

We shall prove now 
(d) suppose Gn ~ Pn is generic over V with qn E Gn , and k * < 

w. Then there is q', pk*(n) ::; q' E Qn[Gnl n N[Gn], such that 
q'If-"f 1 E Br(tn+1)" (though tn+l is generally not in N). _n+ 

Proof of (d). As qn E Gn necessarily for some s E Pn n N we have s E Gn 
so (c) applies to Ts and Ts = T~I[Gnl (as T~I = T~I[Gnl is well defined 
and also T~ is ~ell-defined and belongs to N n D not only N[Gnl n D, as 
D ~ V). By the choice of T~ the following set is infinite 

w = {i < w : 17': E Br(T~)} 

By the choice of ti'+1' for every i E w there exists ki < w such that 17 E 

ti'+1 &17lki = 17ilki ==? 17 E T~I. To show (d), choose i E W \ k* (exists as 
W is infinite, k* will be shown to be as required in (d)). 

Nowr~k E NnQn[Gnl is well-defined, and anyq', pi(n) ::; q' E Q~[Gnl 
which is (N, Qn[Gn])-generic is as required (note that pk* (n) ::; pi(n)). 
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We can assume without loss of generality that Qn is closed under 
countable disjunction, so we can find rn compatible with pn (m) for all m 
such that: 

(qQ, ... ,qn-l, q~) II-Pn+1 ''In+1 E Br (tn+1)". 

Now find qn 2: q~ such that (qQ, ... ,qn-l, qn) is (N, "Pn +1)-generic. This 
completes the induction step. 

[If this infinite disjunction bothers you, define by induction on n se
quences (q~ : ", E n+lu;) where q~ E ~n is such that for every ", E '"'w the 
condition (q~t(i+1) : i < n} is generic for N and q~ is above p1/(n) (n).] 0 

A2.3 The ww-bounding property 

We leave the successor case to the reader (see A2.6(2)). 
A forcing notion "P is ww-bounding if it forces every function in Ww in 

the generic extension to be bounded by one in the ground model. In §2 we 
quoted the result that a countable support iteration of proper ww-bounding 
forcing notions is again ww-bounding, which is almost Theorem V.4.3 of [Sh 
b]. In Chapter VI, §2 of [Sh bj this result is shown to fit into the framework 
just given. Here D is just a single collection T of treesj to fit D into the 
general framework given previously, we would let A be any suitable partial 
order, D = AUT, and R = A X T. The set T will consist of all subtrees of 
w>w with finite ramification (as we have no measure on how small t E Tis, 
so <, R are degenerate). 

In a generic extension of the universe, the set T (as defined in the 
ground model) will cover Ww if and only if every function in Ww is dominated 
by one in the ground model. In fact the only relevant trees are those of 
the form Tf = {", E w>w : ",(i) :::; f(i) for i < len",} with f in the ground 
model. Tl}us the ww-bounding property coincides with the property of being 
V-preserving, where V is essentially T, more precisely 'D = (A x Tj R, <) 
for a suitable R, < (which play no role in this degenerate case). Thus to 
see that the general iteration theorem applies, it suffices to check that such 
a V will be a fine* covering model. We have to check the final clause (3) of 
the definition of fine* covering model. In fact we will prove a strong version 
of (3)+. 

For any sequence of trees Tn in T, there is a tree T such that for all 
", E ww, if",N E Uj$i Tj for all i, then", E Br(T). 
We will verify that this property holds in any generic extension V* 

of V in which V covers ww. Let T* = {", E w>w : for all i :::; len(",), 
",fi E Uj$i Tj }. If T* is in V this will do, but since the sequence (Tn) 
came from a generic extension, this need not be the case. On the other 
hand the sequence T* fn of finite trees is itself coded by a real f E ww, and 
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as V covers ww, there is a tree T- in D which contains this code f; via a 
decoding, T- can be thought of as a tree TO whose nodes t are subtrees of 
n~ with no maximal nodes below level n, so that for any s, t E T- with 
s ::; t, s is the restriction of t to the level of s, and such that the sequence 
T* fn actually is a branch of TO. Let T be the subtree of w>w consisting of 
the union of all the nodes of TO. Then T still has finite ramification, lies in 
the ground model, and contains T* . 

A2.4 Cosmetic changes 

(a) We may want to deal just with Br(T*), where T" a subtree w>w 
(hence downward closed). So D is a set of subtrees of T" , so we 
can replace D by {{17 E "'>w : 17 E T or (3l)[17fl E T & 17f(l + 1) ~ 
T"} :TE D}. 

(b) We may replace subtrees T" of w>w by isomorphic trees. 
(c) We may want to deal with some (Di; R;" <i) simultaneously; by 

renaming without loss of generality the Di are pairwise disjoint, 
and even: /'\1.=1,2 tl E Di ,&il '" i2 ==? BrTI n Brt2 = 0. Then we 
use (U Di; U R;" U <i) to get the result. 

(d) We may want to have (D; R) (Le. no <); just use (DU~ xD; R', <) 
. where R'(x,t) iff x = (q,y), q E ~,y E D,R(y,t), 

(q1.Yl) < (q2,Y2) iff ql < q2&Yl = Y2· 

A2.5 The (f,g)-bounding property 

We leave the successor case to the reader (see A2.6(2». 
Let F be a family of functions in "'w, and 9 E "'w with 1 < g(n) for all 

n. We say that a forcing notion P has the (F,g)-bounding property if: 

For any,sequence (Ak : k < w) in the ground model, with 
IAkl E F (as a function of k), and any 17 E TIk Ak in the generic 

(*) extension and e > 0, there is a "cover"- B = (Bk : k < w) in 
the ground model with Bk £; Ak, [lBkl > 1 ~ IBkl < g(k)E] 
and '1(k~ E Bk for each k. 

This notion is only of interest if g( n) - 00 with n. 
We will show that this notion is also covered by a case of the general 

iteration theorem of §A2.2. 
Let Tj,g [T/,g] be the set of those subtrees T of Un TIm<n f(n) of 

the form Un TIm<n Bm , such that IBnl < max{g(k) , 2} [such that IBnl ::; 
max{2,g(k)E}], where as usual f(n) is thought of as the set {O, ... ,f(n)
I}. Let TF,g be UfEF'EE~+ T/,g. Our fine* covering model is essentially 

TF,g, more accurately, it is the family of {(Tj,g U ~+; R, <) : f E F}, 
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where 5+ is the set of positive rationals, < is the order on 5+' and 

R(e, t) =: e E 5+ &t E T/. g . See A2.4(c). 
Call a family F g-closed if it satisfies the following two closure condi

tions: 

1. For f E F, the function F(n) = TIm<n(J(m) + 1) lies in Fj 
2. For f E F, f g is in F. 

If F is g-closed, f E F, and (An)n<oo are sets with IAnl = fen), 
then the function f'(n) = the number of trees of the form TIm<n Bm with 
Bm ~ Am and IBml < gem) is dominated by a function in F. 

Using the formalism of §A2.2, we wish to prove: 

Theorem. If F is g-closed then a countable support iteration of (F,g)
bounding proper forcing notions is again an (F, g)-bounding proper forcing. 

Since the V-preserving forcing notions are the same as the (F, 9 )
bounding ones, we need only check that V is a fine* covering model. Again 
the nontrivial condition is (3)+, i.e., 

Let f E F. For any sequence of trees Tn in Tj,g, R(e/, Tn), e' < e 
(in 5+)' there is a tree T in D satisfying R(e, T) and an increasing 
sequence ni such that for all 'fJ E ww, if 'fJrni E Uj:S;i Tnj for all i, then 
'fJ. E Br(T). 
This must be verified in any generic extension V* of V in which V 

covers ww. Working in V, choose (ni)i<w increasing so that no = 0 and for 
ni ::=; n we have minn>ni g(n)(e-e')/2 > i + 1. For ni ::=; n < niH set: 

Bn = {'fJ(n) : 'fJ E U{Tj : nj ::=; n}. 

(For n < no let Bn = {'fJ(n) : 'fJ E To}.) If the sequence Bn was in the 
ground m~del, we could take T = Un TIm<n Bm. Instead we have to think 
of the sequence Bn as a possible branch through the tree of finite sequences 
of subsets of fen) of size at most (say) max{l, g(n) -I}. As F is g-closed, 
TF,g cont~ins a tree T- which encodes a tree TO of such subsets, for which 
the desired sequence Bn is a branch in V*, so that the number of members 
of TO of level m is ::=; gem) (e-e')/2 (or is ::=; 1). Let B~ = UbETO ben). Then 

Bn ~ B~, limn --+ oo IB~I/ge(n) = 0 and UnTIm<n(B;;') is in V. 0 

A2.6 Discussion 

This was treated in [Sh-f,VI] [Sh-f, XVIII §3] too (the presentation in 
[Sh-b, VI] was inaccurate). The version chosen here goes for less generality 
(gaining, hopefully, in simplicity and clarity) and is usually sufficient. We 
consider below some of the differences. 
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A2.6(1) A technical difference 

In the context as phrased here the preservation in the successor case of 
the iteration was trivial - by definition essentially. We can make the fine* 
covering model (in A2.1) more similar to [Sh-f, VI §1] by changing (3*) to 

For Yo < Yl < ... y < x in dom Rand tn E D such that R(Yn, tn ) 
(*)' for all n, there is tED with R(x, t) holding and indices 

no < nl < ... such that [11 E w>w & Ai lIflli E Uj~i tj =} 11 E t]. 

We can use this version here. 

A2.6(2) Two-stage iteration 

We can make the fine* covering model (in A2.1) more similar to [Sh-f, 
VI §1] by changing (3*). In the context as presented here the preservation 
by two step iteration is trivial - by definition essentially. In [Sh-f VI, §2] 
we phrase our framework such that we can have: if Qo E V is x-preserving, 
91 is X-preserving (over VQo, 91 a Qo-name) then QO*91 is x-preserving. 
The point is that X-preserving means (D, R, <) v-preserving, i.e. (D, R, <) 
is a de~tion (with a parameter in Va). The point is that if VI = Vo Qo, 

Q 
V2 = Vi-I then for 11 E (Ww) V2 and x E dom R, we choose Y < x and tED VI 

such that 11 E Br(t), R Vl(y, t), then we look in Vo at the tree of possible 
initial segments of t getting TED VO such that t E Br(T) , R Vo(y, T). If 
y was chosen rightly, U Br(T) is as required. Here it may be advantageous 
to use a preservation of several (D, R, <)'s at once (see A2.4(c)). 

A2.6(3) Several models - the real case 

We may ~onsider a (weak) (fine*) covering family of models 
(D£, R£, <i) : l < l"') (actually a sequence) i.e. not that each one is a 
cover, but simultaneously. 

(A) We say (D,R) = (D£,R£): l < l"') is a weak c.f.m. if each D£ is a 
set, Ri a. binary relation, l* < wand 

1. Ri(X, t) implies that t is a subtree of w>w (nonempty, no 
maximal models). 

2. Every 11 E Ww is of kind l for at least one l < l * which 
means: for every x E dom Ri for some t, we have 
Ri(X,t)&11 E Br(t). 

(B) We say (D, R, <) is a fine* c.f.m. if: 
o. (D, R) is a weak family. 
1. If x E domRi =} (3z)z <i x and'r/y <i X 3z(y <I. Z <£ x) 

(and D =F 0). 
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2. X <£ Y & R£(x, t) => R£(y, t). 
3. For any generic extensions V* in which (D, R) is a weak 

c.f.m. 
(*) for every f. < f.* and y <£ x (from domRI.) and tn E DI. 

with RI.(y, tn) for all n there is tED with RI.(x, t) and 
there are indices no < nl < ... such that for every 'TJ E Ww: 
if 'TJffi-i E Uj:$i tj for all i then 'TJ E Br(t). 

® if f. < f.*, 'TJ E ww, 'TJn E ww, 'TJnfn = 'TJfn, x E domRI. and 
'TJ, 'TJn are of kind f., then for some t *, R£(x, t *), 'TJ E Br(t *) 
and for infinitely many n < w, 'TJn E Br(t *). 

Theorem. H(D;R, <) is aline* c.lm., (Pa , ~{3 : a:::; ti,{3 < a) is a count

able support iteration of proper forcing notions with each factor (D; R, <)
preserving. Then P6 is (D; R, <)-preserving. 

Proof. Similar to the previous one, with the following change. After saying 
that without loss of generality ti = wand, above p, for every n, fen) as a Pn -

name, and choosing xn , x', we do the following. For clarity think that our 
universe V is countable in the true universe or at least ~3(lPwl) v is. We let 
K = {(n,p"G) : n < W,p E Pw , G ~ Pn is generic over V and pfn E Gn}. 
On K there is a natural order (n,p, G) :::; (n',p',G') if n:::; n', Pw F p:::; p' 
and G ~ G'. Also for (n,p, G) E G and n' E (n, w) there are p', G' such that 
(n,p,G) :::; (n',p',G'). For (n,p,G) E K let L(n,p,G) = {g : 9 E (Ww) V[G] 

and there is an increasing sequence (PI. : f. < w) of conditions in Pw/G, 
p :::; Po, such that PI. II- [rf. = gff.}. So: 

9 E L(n,p,G) => [fn = gfn 
(n,p,G):::; (n',p',G') => L(n',p',G') ~ L(n,p,G)' 0 

Theorem. There are f.* and (n,p, G) E K such that 
if (n,p, G) :::; (n',p', G') E K then there is 9 E L(n',p',G') which is of the 
f.* 'th kind. 

Proof. Otherwise choose by induction (nl., pi, GI.) for f. :::; f.*, in K, in
creasing such that: L(nHl,pHl,GH1) has no member of the f.'th kind. So 
L(nt~pt~Gtj = 0 contradiction. 

So without loss of generality for every (n,p, G) E K, L(n,p,G) has a 
member of the f.* 'th kind. Now we choose by induction on n, An, (p." : 'TJ E 

n+!w,'TJfn E An), (f : 'TJ E An), (q." : 'TJ E An), and tn such that 
-." 

(A)' An ~ nW,Ao = {()},'TJ E An => (3Nof.)('TJ~(f.) E An+!) P." E Pw n 
N,p<> = P,P." :::; p."-(I.),p.,,fn :::; qn' 

(B)' q,., is (N, 'Pig,.,)-generic, q." E 'Pig,., and [f. < Ig'TJ => q."ff. = q,.,tl.]· 
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(C)' q'T/ II- "/ E Br(tn) is of the .e*'th kind" when'fJ E An and / is a -'T/ -'T/ 
Pn-name. 

(D)' R3n(X3n, tn), tn s;;; tn+l. 

(E)' P.,{l) II-pw "11/ r.e = l.,{l) r.e = [f.e". 

This suffices, as Xn < x' so An R(x', tn) hence for some (ni : i < 
w) strictly increasing and t as guaranteed by (*) of (3) we find v E Ww 
increasing fast enough and let q = Un<w qvtn. In the induction there is 
no problem for n = 0,1. For n + 1; first for each 'fJ E n+1w we choose .e, 
work in V Pn+1 and find (P1/-{l) : .e < w), 1'T/' and without loss of generality 
they are in N. For'fJ E nw there is a Pn+1-name t'T/ E N of a member 
of D, Rl(X3n, t1/)' 1'T/ E Br(t1/)' (3°o.e)I'T/-{l) E BrU'T/). Now we can replace 
P1/-{l) by P'T/-{l')' .e' = Min{m : m ::::: .e,l.,{l) E Br(t1/)}. We continue as 
in A2.2. Note: it is natural to use this framework e.g. for preservation of 
P-points. 0 

A3. Omitting types 

A3.1 Uniform ~tial orders 

In the proof of Theorem 4.1 given in §4 we used the combinatorial 
principle developed in [ShLH162]. (Cf. [Sh107] for applications published 
earlier.) This is a combinatorial refinement of forcing with AP to get a 
JP>3-name :t with the required properties in a generic extension. We now 
review this material. 

With the cardinal >. fixed, a partially ordered set (P, <) is said to be 
standard >.+ -uniform if P s;;; >.+ x PA(>.+) (we refer here to subsets of >.+ of 
size strictly less than >.), satisfying the following properties (where we take 
e.g. P = (a,u) and write dom(p) for u): 

1. If P $; q then domp s;;; domq. 
2. For all p, q, rEP with P, q $; r there is r' E P so that p, q $; r' $; r 

and dOIpr' = dompUdomq. 
3. If (Pi)i<6 is an increasing sequence of length less than >., then it 

has a least upper bound q, with domain Ui<6 dompi; we will write 
q = Ui<6 Pi, or more succinctly: q = P<{j· 

4. For all pEP and a < >. + there exists a q E P with q $; p and 
domq = domp n a; furthermore, there is a unique maximal such 
q, for which we write q = pra. 

5. For limit ordinals 0, pro = Ua<6 pra. 
6. If (Pi)i<{j is an increasing sequence of length less than >., then 

(Ui<{jPiHa = Ui<{j(Pira ). 
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7. (Indiscernibility) If p = (a, v) E P and h : v - v' ~ A + is an order
isomorphism onto V' then (a,v') E P. We write hlP] = (a,h[v]). 
Moreover, if q:::; p then h[q] :::; hlP]. 

8. (Amalgamation) For every p, q E P and a < A +, if p fa:::; q and 
dompndomq = dompna, then there exists T E P so that p, q :::; T. 

It is shown in [ShHLI62] that under a diamond-like hypothesis, such 
partial orders admit reasonably generic objects. The precise formulation is 
given in A3.3 below. 

A3.2 Density systems 

Let P be a standard A + -uniform partial order. For a < A + , Pol denotes 
the restriction of P to pEP with domain contained in a. A subset G of Pol 
is an admissible ideal ( of Pol) if it is closed downward, is A-directed (i.e. has 
upper bounds for all small subsets), and has no proper directed extension 
within POl' For G an admissible ideal in POl' PIG denotes the restriction 
ofP to {p E P :pfa E G}. 

If G is an admissible ideal in Pol and a < {3 < A +, then an (a, (3)
density system for G is a function D from pairs (u, v) in P). (A +) with u ~ v 
into subsets of P with the following properties: 

(i) D(u,v) is an upward-closed dense subset of {P E PIG: dom(p) ~ 
v U {3}j 

(ii) For pairs (Ul,VI), (U2,V2) in the domain of D, if UI n {3 = U2 n {3 
and VI n {3 = V2 n {3, and there is an order isomorphism from VI to 
V2 carrying UI to U2, then for any 'Y we have ('Y, vd E D( Ul, vd iff 
("!,V2) E D(U2,V2). 

An admissible ideal G' (of P'Y) is said to meet the (a, (3)-density system 
D for G i.f 'Y ~ a, G' ~ G and for each U E P).("!) there is v E P).('Y) 
containing U such that G' meets D(u,v). . 

A3.3 The genericity game 

Given a standard A+-uniform partial order P, the genericity game for 
P is a game of length A + played by Guelfs and Ghibellines, with Guelfs 
moving first. Th~ Ghibellines build an increasing sequence of admissible 
ideals meeting density systems set by the Guelfs. Consider stage a. If a 
is a successor, we write a- for the predecessor of aj if a is a limit, we let 
a- = a. Now at stage a for every {3 < a an admissible ideal Gf3 in some 
Pf31 is given, and one can check that there is a unique admissible ideal Ga
in Pa- containing Uf3<a Gf31 (remember A 3.1(5)) [Lemma 1.3, ShHL 162]. 
The Guelfs now supply at most A density systems Di over GQ - for (a,{3i) 
and also fix an element gQ in PIG;;. Let a' be minimal such that ga E P QI 
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and a.' 2: sup f3i. The Ghibellines then build an admissible ideal Ga , for 
P a' containing a;; as well as ga, and meeting all specified density systems, 
or forfeit the match; they let Gall = Ga , n a" when a ~ a" < a.'. The 
main result is that the Ghibellines can win with a little combinatorial help 
in predicting their opponents' plans. 

For notational simplicity, we assume that Go is an ~2-generic ideal on 
APf6', when cf 6' = N2 which is true on a club in any case. 

A3.4 DI>. 

The combinatorial principle Dh states that there are subsets Qa of 
the power set of a for a < A such that \Qa\ < A, and for any A ~ A the 
set {a : A n a E Qa} is stationary. This follows from 0>. or inaccessibility, 
obviously, and Kunen showed that for successors, DI and 0 are equivalent. 
In addition Dl>. implies A <>. = A. 

A3.5 A general principle 

Theorem. Assuming Dl,>., the Ghibellines can win any standard A+ -uni

form P-game. 

This is Theorem 1.9 of [ShHL 162]. 
In our application we identify AP with a standard ~t -uniform partial 

order via a certain coding. We first indicate a natural coding which is not 
quite the right one, then repair it. 

First try 
An approximation q = (A,:E, €,~,) will be identified with a pair (T, u), 

where u = A, and T is the image of q under the canonical order-preserving 
map h : A +-+ otp(A). One important point is that the first parameter 
T comes from a fixed set T of size 2~1 = ~2 j so if we enumerate T as 
(Ta)a<~2 then we can code the pair (Ta,U) by the pair (a,u). Under these 
successive identifications, AP becomes a standard ~t -uniform partial order, 
as defined in §A3.1. Properties 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 are clear, as is 7, in view of 
the uniformity in the iterated forcing IP, and properties 3,8 were, in essence 
but not formally, stated in Claim 3.10. 

The difficulty with this approach is that in this formalism, density 
systems cannot express nontrivial information: any generic ideal meets any 
density system, because for q ~ q' with dom q = dom q', we will have q = q' j 

thus D(u,u) will consist of all q with domq = u, for any density system D. 
So to recode AP in a way that allows nontrivial density systems to be 

defined, we proceed as follows. 
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Second try 
Let ~ : Nt +4 Nt x N2 order preserving where Nt x N2 is ordered 

lexicographically. Let 11" : Nt X N2 --t Nt be the projection on the first 
coordinate. First encode q by ~[q] = (~[A], ... ), then encode L[q] by (T, 11" [A]) , 
where T is defined much as in the first try - a description of the result of 
collapsing q into otp 11" [A] x N2, after which T is encoded by an ordinal label 
below N2. The point of this is that now the domain of q is the set 1I"[AJ, 
and q has many extensions with the same domain. After this recoding, 
AP again becomes a Nt -uniform partial ordering, as before. We will need 
some additional notation in connection with the indiscernibility condition. 
It will be convenient to view AP simultaneously from an encoded and a 
decoded point of view. One should now think of q E AP as a quintuple 
(u,A,.f,e,~) with A ~ u X N2 • If h: u +4 v is an order isomorphism, and 
q is an approximation with domain u, we extend h to a function h* defined 
on Aq by letting it act as the identity on the second coordinate. Then h[q] 
is the transform of q using h*, and has domain v. 

In order to obtain least upper bounds for increasing sequences, it is 
also necessary to allow some extra elements into AP, by adding formal 
least upper bounds to increasing sequences of length < N2 • 

This provides the formal background for the discussion in §3. The ac
tual construction should be thought of as a match in the genericity game 
for AP, with the various assertions as to what may be accomplished cor
responding to proposals by the Guelfs to meet certain density systems. To 
complete the argument it remains to specify these systems and to check 
that they are in fact density systems. 

A3.6 The major density systems 

The main density systems under consideration were introduced im
plicitly in 4.11. Suppose that 6 < N2, q E AP with 6 E domq ~ N2, 

qZ S; q, and ~ is a (lP'tdomq)-name. Define a density system Dg,~(u,v) for 
u ~ v ~ N3 with Ivl S; Nl as follows. First, if otpu S; otpdomq then let 
Dg,~(u,vY degenerate to APtv. Now suppose that otpu > otpdomq and 
that h : dom q --t U is an order isormorphism from dom q to an initial 
segment of u. Let q* = h[q]. Call an element r of AP a (u, v)-witness if: 

1. u ~ dom r ~ v; 
2. r ~ q*; 
3. for some p E PtAr with p ~ pO, and some (lP'trAr n 6])-name :J;, 

.E'o(:J;) is a (lP't[Ar n 6])-name; and: 

4. p'If-lI'rAr "{n: [r!~(n) F R(:J;(n),:J;o(n)) -{=:} 

r%~(n) F -,R(.E'o(:J;)(n), ~(n))]} E P." 
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Let Dg,~ (u, v) be the set of rEAP with dom r = v such that either r 
is a (u, v)-witness, or else there is no (u, v)-witness r' ~ r. 

This definition has been arranged so that Dg,~ (u, v) is trivially dense. 
In §4 we wrote the argument as if no default condition had been used to 
guarantee density, so that the nonexistence of (u, v )-witnesses is called a 
"failure of density". Here we adjust the terminology to fit the style of [ShHL 
162]. 

Now we return to the situation described in 4.12. We had P-names f, 
~l, ~2, and a condition pEP, satisfying conditions (3,4) as stated there, 
and we considered the set C = {e < N3 : cof(e) = N2, e is (f,~1,~2,p)_ 
closed}, and a stationary set Se on which ffe, p, e6, ~~ were guessed by 
O. Then ~ =: f(:f6) is a (PfAq)-name for some q E G. Let u = domq, 
qo = qfo. Now we consider the following condition used in 4.12: 
(iv) For all r ~ q in AP such that rfe E G6, and:f a (prAr t6)-name, with 

y =: f(:f) a (PfAr t6)-name, we have: 
(*);,ll p II- "The set {n: r~l(n) 1= R(:f(n),:f6(n)) iff 

r~2(n) 1= R(rt(n), ~(n))} is in :e". 
We argued in 4.12 that we could confine ourselves to the case in which 

(iv) holds. We now go through this more carefully. Suppose on the contrary 
that we have r ~ q in AP with rre E G6, and a (prAr t6)-name :f, so that 
rt =: f(:f) is a (PfAr t6)-name, and a condition p' ~ p, so that 

p'll- "The set {n: ql(n) 1= R(:f(n),:f6(n)) 

iff r~2(n) 1= R(rt(n) , ~(n))} is not in :e". 
Let a > sup(domr), u = {o} U domr U {sup domr}. Let q* E G, 

q* ~ rfo,q, an<l.let 7r collapse u to otpu. Set D = D:~!l,""[~l' Fix v£; ct, 

and r' E Ga n D(u, v). We can copy r via an order-isomorphism inside 
ct x N2, fixing rfe, so that the result can be amalgamated with r', to yield 
r", which is then a (u,v)-witness above r'. Since r' E D(u,v), this means 
that r' is itself a. (u, v )-witness in Ga. As this is all that the construction in 
4.12 was supposed to achieve, this case is covered by the discussion there. 

A3.7 Minor density systems 

In the course of the argument in 4.12, we require two further density 
systems. In the course of that argument we introduced the set 

S = h E Se : f(:f1') is a [prb + 1)]-name}, 

and argued that S is stationary. This led us to consider certain ordinals 'Y < 
0, with e of cofinality N2, and an element rl E G 6, at which point we claimed 
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that we could produce a 1-1 order preserving function h with domain AT!, 
equal to the identity on AT! n ( 'Y + 1), with h( min ( AT! \ ('Y + 1))) > sup AT!, 
and h[rlJ E Cli. More precisely, our claim was that this could be ensured 
by meeting suitable density systems. 

For 0: < N2, q E AP fN2, define D~ (u, v) as follows. 
If ({ o:} U otp dom q) ~ otp u then let D~ (u, v) degenerate. Otherwise, fix 
k : ({ o:} U dom q) ---t U an order isomorphism onto an initial segment of u, 
and let (3 = inf(u \ range k). Let D~(u, v) be the set of rEAP with domain 
v such that r fv \ u contains the image of q under an order-preserving map 
ho which agrees with k below 0: and which carries inf(Aq \ (0: x N2)) above 
(3 (i.e., above ((3,0)). The density condition corresponds to our ability to 
copy over part of q onto any set of unused ordinals in (v \ (3) X N2 , recalling 
that I dom rl < N2 for any rEAP, and then to perform an amalgamation. 

For our intended application, suppose that 'Y, 8, rl are given as above, 
and let u = ("(}UdomrlU{sup dom rl). Let 7l' be the canonicalisomorphism 
of u with otpu, and 0: = 7l'C"/), q = 7l'[rlJ. As Cli meets D~, we have v ~ 8, 
and r E Cli n D~(u, v). Then with h = ho 07l', we have hhJ S; r, and our 
claim is verified. 

Finally, a few lines later in the course of the same argument we men
tioned that the claim proved in 4.14 can be construed as the verification that 
certain additional density systems are in fact dense, and that accordingly 
we may suppose that the condition r described there lies in C. 
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